okto SUNDAY 1 DECEMBER 2013

7.00AM  oktOriginal: Team Word (Eps 3 - 4 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
Scramble, Fumble and Tumble your way in the newest word game show that not only tests your spelling abilities, but your speed, agility and teamwork skills as well! Each week, two teams pit against each other using big letter tiles in three different challenges.

8.00  oktOriginal: The Seekers (Eps 5 - 6 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
Life for three kids is forever changed when one of them inherits a weathered treasure map that dates back to the Second World War. Could it point to the location of the legendary lost treasures of Yamashita’s Gold? They must combine their wits and perseverance in this race against time and evildoers.

9.00  Marsupilami - Hoobah Hoobah Hop! (Ep 7 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Hector is spending a year studying nature in the Palombian jungle where he soon becomes best buddies with the legendary Marsupilami and his family!

9.30  The Adventures Of Tintin (Ep 7 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
The original TinTin animated series featuring the classic adventures of the globetrotting young journalist, TinTin, and his dog, Snowy.

10.00  Generator Rex (Ep 13 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
From the creators of Ben 10 comes Generator Rex, a series about a teen with extraordinary powers.

10.30  Cardfight Vanguard (Sr 3 / Ep 8 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Exciting 3rd season of Cardfight Vanguard.

11.00  Digimon Fusion Battles (Ep 20 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Taiki is abducted by DarkKnightmon while moving between zones, but once he realizes Taiki has no dark power in his heart, he deems him useless and releases him. Taiki reunites with Cross-Heart, and they find they've landed in the trash-filled Dust Zone.

11.30  Ben 10: Ultimate Alien (Ep 24 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
The return of the evil Dr. Viktor!

12.00NN  Robotboy (Season 1 / Eps 17 - 18 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Created by world-renowned scientist Professor Moshimo, Robotboy attracts the diabolical attention of supervillains intent on harnessing Robotboy's powers to enslave the world. So Moshimo sends Robotboy far away to live with his number one fan, Tommy.

12.30PM  Matt's Monsters (Eps 17 - 18 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
When 8 year-old Matt Average gets home from school, he not only has homework to do but, more importantly, he has monsters to hunt, with the help of the Monster Agency: Bruce, his ever-optimistic dad; Ellen, his advertising genius of a mom; Dink, pet.

1.00  oktOriginal: oktoLIVE! (Sr 6 / Ep 7 / Local Schoolkids / Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
3G Games, and a host of segments like ok-to-perform, ok-to-check it out, ok-to-learn, ok-to-play. Each segment introduces kids to all things cool that kids need and want! awesome performances and Super cool skills, to exciting games!
1.30PM  Martin The Warrior (Ep 8 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Adventures abound in the animated medieval world of Redwall Abby as the gentle forest animals prepare jubilees but become heroes to face villains, pirates and bravely ward off abductors.

2.00  Sangokuden Brave Battle Warriors (Eps 1 - 2 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
It’s an age of turbulence. The tyrannical Prime Minister and leader of the Toutaku Troops, Toutaku Zaku had assassinated the Emperor. He also got the sacred seal, Gyokuji, within his possession, which he will use to rule Mirisha.

3.00  oktOriginal: Team Word (Eps 3 – 4 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
Scrumble, Fumble and Tumble your way in the newest word game show that not only tests your spelling abilities, but your speed, agility and teamwork skills as well! Each week, two teams pit against each other using big letter tiles in three different challenges.

4.00  oktOriginal: The Seekers (Eps 5 - 6 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
Life for three kids is forever changed when one of them inherits a weathered treasure map that dates back to the Second World War. Could it point to the location of the legendary lost treasures of Yamashita’s Gold? They must combine their wits and perseverance in this race against time and evildoers.

5.00  Jane And The Dragon (Ep 10 / Cartoon / Schoolkids) (卡通片)
It's a tough job for Jane to be a ten year old girl training to be a knight and prove herself to the King, parents and other knights! But she has help from a friend - a fire-breathing green dragon!

5.30  Kamen Rider OOO (Ep 20 / Cartoon / Schoolkids) (卡通片)
New season of Kamen Rider series.

6.00  Sandra The Fairytale Detective (Eps 17 - 18 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Sandra is a ten year old girl who turns detective when she travels to the Land of Once Upon a Time, a parallel world where classic fairytale characters live. What happens if someone steals Cinderella’s glass slipper?

6.30  Grossology (Ep 25 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Delivering adventure and comedy this show mixes crime-solving adventure, science facts and vile villains with Ty and Abby, secret agent Field Grossologists, who find no crime too gross!

7.00  Junior MasterChef Australia (Season 2 / Ep 17 / Schoolkids / Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
It's a tricky time in the Masterchef Kitchen, with the top 8 mini-chefs practicing the sweet art of food deception, guided by world famous chocolatier Max Brenner. Their first challenge is to make something that looks savoury but tastes sweet.

8.00  Good Luck Charlie (Yr 1 / Ep 2 / Schoolkids / R)
Family sitcom following the comedic quandary of teenagers Teddy and PJ Duncan and their 10-year-old brother Gabe when they're unexpectedly designated babysitters for the new baby in the house as their mom Amy returns to work as a late shift nurse.

8.30  Pair Of Kings (Yr 1 / Ep 11 / Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
A live-action comedy series for kids and families about two fraternal twins who are living a typical teenage life in Chicago, but unbeknownst to them, are the successors to the throne of The Island of Kinkou.

9.00PM  Doctor Who (Sr 6 / Ep 12 / Drama) (电视剧)
The Doctor is going on a "farewell tour" before his impending death. He visits his friend Craig, who has a new baby son, Alfie. Though not initially intending to stay, the Doctor becomes intrigued by a Cybermen invasion at a local department store.

10.00  FILMART: Doubt (Movie) (艺术 影 院)
In a Bronx Catholic school in 1964 a popular priest's ambiguous relationship with a troubled 12 year old black student is questioned by the school's principal. Starring Meryl Streep and Philip Seymour Hoffman.

12.00MN  Close
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okto MONDAY 2 DECEMBER 2013

9.00AM  Sesame Street (Season 41 / Ep 12 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Season 41 of Sesame Street continues its focus on science education as the series transitions from children “exploring” to “investigating” as they use the processes of scientific inquiry to solve problems and answer questions through observation and experimentation.

10.00  Bob The Builder (Sr 17 & 18 / Eps 39 - 40 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Bob the Builder returns with a brand new CGI look!

10.30  Horrid Henry (Sr 2 / Eps 9 – 10 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Adapted from the international best selling books, Horrid Henry is the iconic anti-hero who does the most fabulously naughty things most children only dream of.

11.00  DECEMBER SCHOOL HOLS SPECIAL 2013: Mr Men & Little Miss (Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Based on the world's famous children's books by Roger Hargreaves, this delightful and evergreen series welcomes young viewers into the world of Mr Tickle, Mr Bump, Mr Happy, Miss Sunshine and many more...

11.30  DECEMBER SCHOOL HOLS SPECIAL 2013: Baby Looney Tunes 1 (Ep 36 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Catch your favorite Bugs, Daffy, Sylvester, Tweety and the gang as tiny toddlers, filled with wide-eyed innocence and unparalleled curiosity! Baby Looney Tunes introduces the world's most beloved cartoon characters as precocious preschoolers, discovering the world one baby-step at a time!

12.00NN  Jelly Jamm (Eps 71 - 72 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Welcome to Jelly Jamm's world of music, fun and friendship! A comedy series that celebrates creativity, music, fun and friendship. Jelly Jamm follows the adventures of Bello and his friends who, through their comedic adventures, learn to live in harmony on the magical planet Jammbo.

12.30PM  Hi-5 House (Season 14 / Ep 14 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Hi-5 Season 14 returns with an all new cast and set!

1.00  Bob The Builder (Sr 17 & 18 / Eps 39 - 40 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Bob the Builder returns with a brand new CGI look!
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>Thomas &amp; Friends (Sr 17 / Eps 7 - 8 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)</td>
<td>Thomas the Tank Engine returns with a brand new CGI look!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>Rupert Bear (Eps 21 – 22 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)</td>
<td>In &quot;Rupert Bear&quot;, the magic and fun takes place in wonderful woodland world of Nutwood where the lovable and exuberant young Rupert Bear invites his friends, including the audience, to follow him on an adventure - where anything can happen!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>okto MONDAY 2 DECEMBER 2013</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.30PM</td>
<td>SamSam (Sr 1 / Ep 10 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)</td>
<td>SamSam is a fun 3D animation series produced in HDTV. It is based on the popular comic book published by Bayard Jeunesse and published in magazines worldwide.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.00</td>
<td><strong>oktOriginal</strong>: Art Factory (Sr 2 / Ep 3 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)</td>
<td>Einstein returns with more innovative and creative art ideas. In this series, Einstein continues to work frantically &amp; fulfill orders for a range of artistic activities. There will be new characters and more bizarre ideas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.30</td>
<td><strong>oktOriginal</strong>: Cows &amp; Crayons (Sr 2 / Ep 12 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)</td>
<td>This series brings with it some changes, new animated characters, more exotic foreign destinations and time-travel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.00</td>
<td><strong>oktOriginal</strong>: Kids Rock (Ep 1 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)</td>
<td>This info-ed-drama programme is an entertaining yet informative children’s programme which will inspire viewers with the message: children are extraordinary and they can achieve bigger things.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.30</td>
<td><strong>oktOriginal</strong>: Groom My Room (Sr 3 / Ep 7 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)</td>
<td>Join kids as they take charge of their rooms and realize their dreams. In every episode, kids will have to come up with ideas for their rooms, shop for furnishings, and lead a team of room groomers to finish their makeovers within a modest budget and in a short time!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>Scan 2 Go (Ep 4 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)</td>
<td>Exciting racing car series! This series shows the epic space adventure of young men and women. Through these adventures they bond in great friendships and grow to discover new things.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.30</td>
<td>Fishtronaut (Eps 37 - 38 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)</td>
<td>With his high-tech space suit, Fishtronaut can leave the ocean and go on exciting adventures with his pals, human Marina and monkey Zeek. The three friends help people in trouble and investigate problems that affect animals and the environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.00</td>
<td><strong>oktOriginal</strong>: Twinadoes (Pilot) (Ep 1 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)</td>
<td>Christel and Christine, two intelligent but mischievous 12-year old identical twins are enrolled in the very school they humiliated by their mum as a lesson. The twins create as much trouble as possible to get themselves kicked out of, Gombak Primary and back to their own school. Will their plan work?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.30</td>
<td><strong>okto @ The Movies</strong>: Ratatouille (Movie / Schoolkids)</td>
<td>A rat named Remy dreams of becoming a great French chef despite his family’s wishes and the obvious problem of being a rat in a decidedly rodent-phobic profession. Remy finds himself torn between his calling and passion in life or returning forever to his previous existence as a rat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.30</td>
<td>Planet Cook (Sr 1 / Ep 21 / Info-ed) (益智节目)</td>
<td>An action-packed, cooking adventure show for children! Set on a tropical fantasy island, each episode sees Captain Cook and his quirky sous chef, a friendly and mischievous</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Yeti, guide three cool young Cook Cadets as they discover the wonders of the natural world and are driven.

**okto MONDAY 2 DECEMBER 2013**

**9.00PM**  
**ANIMAL NIGHT:** The Titans Of The Savannah (Info-ed) (With Chinese Subtitles)  
(益智节目)  
Tembo and Becky are two rescued elephant orphans in the Tshukudu Game Reserve in South Africa. Separated from their parents when they were very young, they have learned to grow up with other species such as rhinos, hippos or lions, and have thus developed very unusual behaviours. This documentary was filmed in Tshukudu over a period of fifteen years.

**10.00**  
**a-ok:** Four Rooms (Sr 1 / Ep 2 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  
The amazing and wonderful collectables for the four dealers to bid on include a pair of Muhammad Ali’s training boots, a glove worn by Sir Laurence Olivier, and the world’s fastest pram.

**11.00**  
**a-ok:** Arts.21 (Ep 118 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  
Arts. 21 investigates pop culture’s fascination with apocalyptic visions, looks at the traces left by the First World War on art, and meets an unconventional actress.

**11.30**  
**a-ok:** Euromaxx (Ep 118 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  
Topics include German Photography Museum, French sculptor Bernard Pras and his unusual installations, and a new online company offering luxury apartments for tourists in Berlin.

**12.00MN**  
Close

**MediaCorp Pte Ltd**  
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**okto TUESDAY 3 DECEMBER 2013**

**9.00AM**  
Sesame Street (Season 41 / Ep 13 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)  
Season 41 of Sesame Street continues its focus on science education as the series transitions from children “exploring” to “investigating” as they use the processes of scientific inquiry to solve problems and answer questions through observation and experimentation.

**10.00**  
Bob The Builder (Sr 17 & 18 / Eps 1 - 2 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)  
Bob the Builder returns with a brand new CGI look!

**10.30**  
Horrid Henry (Sr 2 / Eps 11 – 12 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)  
Adapted from the international best selling books, Horrid Henry is the iconic anti-hero who does the most fabulously naughty things most children only dream of.

**11.00**  
**DECEMBER SCHOOL HOLS SPECIAL 2013:** Mr Men & Little Miss (Preschool)  
(幼儿乐园)  
Based on the world's famous children's books by Roger Hargreaves, this delightful and evergreen series welcomes young viewers into the world of Mr Tickle, Mr Bump, Mr Happy, Miss Sunshine and many more...

**11.30**  
**DECEMBER SCHOOL HOLS SPECIAL 2013:** Baby Looney Tunes 1 (Ep 37 / Preschool)
Catch your favorite Bugs, Daffy, Sylvester, Tweety and the gang as tiny toddlers, filled with wide-eyed innocence and unparalleled curiosity! Baby Looney Tunes introduces the world's most beloved cartoon characters as precocious preschoolers, discovering the world one baby-step at a time!

**12.00NN**

Jelly Jamm (Eps 73 - 74 / Preschool)

Welcome to Jelly Jamm's world of music, fun and friendship! A comedy series that celebrates creativity, music, fun and friendship. Jelly Jamm follows the adventures of Bello and his friends who, through their comedic adventures, learn to live in harmony on the magical planet Jammbo.

**12.30PM**

Hi-5 House (Season 14 / Ep 15 / Preschool)

Hi-5 Season 14 returns with an all new cast and set!

**1.00**

Bob The Builder (Sr 17 & 18 / Eps 1 - 2 / Preschool)

Bob the Builder returns with a brand new CGI look!

**1.30**

Thomas & Friends (Sr 17 / Eps 9 - 10)

Thomas the Tank Engine returns with a brand new CGI look!

**2.00**

Rupert Bear (Eps 23 – 24)

In "Rupert Bear", the magic and fun takes place in wonderful woodland world of Nutwood where the loveable and exuberant young Rupert Bear invites his friends, including the audience, to follow him on an adventure - where anything can happen!

**okto TUESDAY 3 DECEMBER 2013**

**2.30PM**

SamSam (Sr 1 / Ep 11)

SamSam is a fun 3D animation series produced in HDTV. It is based on the popular comic book published by Bayard Jeunesse and published in magazines worldwide.

**3.00**

oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 2 / Ep 4 / Local Info-ed)

Einstein returns with more innovative and creative art ideas. In this series, Einstein continues to work frantically & fulfill orders for a range of artistic activities. There will be new characters and more bizarre ideas.

**3.30**

oktOriginal: Cows & Crayons (Sr 2 / Ep 13)

This series brings with it some changes, new animated characters, more exotic foreign destinations and time-travel.

**4.00**

oktOriginal: Kids Rock

This info-ed-drama programme is an entertaining yet informative children's programme which will inspire viewers with the message: children are extraordinary and they can achieve bigger things.

**4.30**

oktOriginal: Groom My Room (Sr 3 / Ep 8)

Join kids as they take charge of their rooms and realize their dreams. In every episode, kids will have to come up with ideas for their rooms, shop for furnishings, and lead a team of room groomers to finish their makeovers within a modest budget and in a short time!

**5.00**

Scan 2 Go

Exciting racing car series! This series shows the epic space adventure of young men and women. Through these adventures they bond in great friendships and grow to discover new things.
5.30  Fishtronaut (Eps 39 - 40 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
With his high-tech space suit, Fishtronaut can leave the ocean and go on exciting adventures with his pals, human Marina and monkey Zeek. The three friends help people in trouble and investigate problems that affect animals and the environment.

6.00  oktOriginal: Can You Make Sense Of This? (Ep 2 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids) (益智节目)
A game show that puts all our 5 senses to the ultimate test. The road to the Grand Finals continues as two teams outwit each other in a series of obstacles and puzzles using their eyes, ears, nose, mouth and a very insensitive body part.

6.30  The Amazing World Of Gumball (Ep 18 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Meet the Wattersons: Mom, Dad, Anais, Darwin and of course Gumball! He's a twelve-year-old cat with a flair for misadventure. It's The Amazing WOrld of Gumball!

7.00  Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (Season 1 / Ep 17 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
While breaking into the hostile environment of TCRI headquarters, the Turtles discover the true intent of the Kraang and resolve to stop the alien invasion once and for all.

okto TUESDAY 3 DECEMBER 2013

7.30PM  Transformers Prime Beast Hunters (Ep 11 / Schoolkids / R) (卡通片)
While Optimus faces off with Predaking, Megatron mounts a campaign to form a new alliance.

8.00  Wizards Vs Aliens (Sr 2 / Ep 8 / Schoolkids)
Tom and Benny suffer from Gemma Raven’s curse – they hate each other, without knowing why. But can friendship overcome the darkest powers of magic?

8.30  Pyramid Kids (Australia) (Season 5 / Ep 22 / Schoolkids / Info-ed) (益智节目)
PYRAMID is a fun, fast-paced game show that sees two teams go head to head in a competition to describe a series of simple objects, places or things without actually using the objects' names!

okto TUESDAY 3 DECEMBER 2013

9.00PM  DOCUMENTARY: Food Factory 2 (Eps 11 - 12 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
This episode shows how sweet Mike and Ike candies and banana-flavoured Turkish Taffy are made. This episode also shows how the noodles in instant Japanese ramen soup get their signature curly shape.

10.00  a-ok: Arts: Lost & Found (Ep 10 / Local Info-ed) (益智节目)
Joget is a popular traditional Malay dance with Portuguese roots. It exudes an infectious joy that never fails to bring people together. Catch Kheng and Yu Beng get their groove on as they learn from the masters of the form, Majlis Pusat.

10.30  a-ok: KNOCKOUT: CARNIVAL (Sr 6 / Ep 36 / Local Info-ed) (益智节目)
This week, get oriental with Kuai Ban, pumped up for school updates, creatively informed for trivia, gracefullly focused for trapeze treats and move to the groove for the Lyrical Hip Hop challenge. More art than you can handle, on KNOCKOUT: CARNIVAL!

11.00  a-ok: Ade In Britain (Sr 1 / Ep 1 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
Comedian and actor Ade Edmondson takes a culinary road trip around Britain revealing the eccentricities and character of each region through their most celebrated dishes.
Sesame Street (Season 41 / Ep 14 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Season 41 of Sesame Street continues its focus on science education as the series transitions from children “exploring” to “investigating” as they use the processes of scientific inquiry to solve problems and answer questions through observation and experimentation.

Bob The Builder (Sr 17 & 18 / Eps 3 - 4 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Bob the Builder returns with a brand new CGI look!

Horrid Henry (Sr 2 / Eps 13 – 14 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Adapted from the international best selling books, Horrid Henry is the iconic anti-hero who does the most fabulously naughty things most children only dream of.

DECEMBER SCHOOL HOLS SPECIAL 2013: Mr Men & Little Miss (Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Based on the world's famous children's books by Roger Hargreaves, this delightful and evergreen series welcomes young viewers into the world of Mr Tickle, Mr Bump, Mr Happy, Miss Sunshine and many more...

DECEMBER SCHOOL HOLS SPECIAL 2013: Baby Looney Tunes 1 (Ep 38 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Catch your favorite Bugs, Daffy, Sylvester, Tweety and the gang as tiny toddlers, filled with wide-eyed innocence and unparalleled curiosity! Baby Looney Tunes introduces the world’s most beloved cartoon characters as precocious preschoolers, discovering the world one baby-step at a time!

Jelly Jamm (Eps 75 - 76 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Welcome to Jelly Jamm's world of music, fun and friendship! A comedy series that celebrates creativity, music, fun and friendship. Jelly Jamm follows the adventures of Bello and his friends who, through their comedic adventures, learn to live in harmony on the magical planet Jammbo.

Hi-5 House (Season 14 / Ep 16 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Hi-5 Season 14 returns with an all new cast and set!

Bob The Builder (Sr 17 & 18 / Eps 3 - 4 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Bob the Builder returns with a brand new CGI look!

Thomas & Friends (Sr 17 / Eps 11 - 12 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Thomas the Tank Engine returns with a brand new CGI look!

Rupert Bear (Eps 25 – 26 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
In "Rupert Bear", the magic and fun takes place in wonderful woodland world of Nutwood where the loveable and exuberant young Rupert Bear invites his friends, including the audience, to follow him on an adventure - where anything can happen!

SamSam (Sr 1 / Ep 12 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
SamSam is a fun 3D animation series produced in HDTV. It is based on the popular comic book published by Bayard Jeunesse and published in magazines worldwide.

okto  WEDNESDAY 4 DECEMBER 2013

3.00PM  oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 2 / Ep 5 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Einstein returns with more innovative and creative art ideas. In this series, Einstein continues to work frantically & fulfill orders for a range of artistic activities. There will be new characters and more bizarre ideas.

3.30  oktOriginal: Cows & Crayons (Sr 2 / Ep 14 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
This series brings with it some changes, new animated characters, more exotic foreign destinations and time-travel.

4.00  oktOriginal: Kids Rock (Ep 3 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
This info-ed-drama programme is an entertaining yet informative children’s programme which will inspire viewers with the message: children are extraordinary and they can achieve bigger things.

4.30  oktOriginal: Groom My Room (Sr 3 / Ep 9 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
Join kids as they take charge of their rooms and realize their dreams. In every episode, kids will have to come up with ideas for their rooms, shop for furnishings, and lead a team of room groomers to finish their makeovers within a modest budget and in a short time!

5.00  Scan 2 Go (Ep 6 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Exciting racing car series! This series shows the epic space adventure of young men and women. Through these adventures they bond in great friendships and grow to discover new things.

5.30  Fishtronaut (Eps 41 - 42 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
With his high-tech space suit, Fishtronaut can leave the ocean and go on exciting adventures with his pals, human Marina and monkey Zeek. The three friends help people in trouble and investigate problems that affect animals and the environment.

6.00  oktOriginal: oktoLIVE! (Sr 6 / Ep 8 / Local Schoolkids / Info-ed) (益智节目)
3G Games, and a host of segments like ok-to-perform, ok-to-check it out ,ok-to-learn, ok-to-play. Each segment introduces kids to all things cool that kids need and want! awesome performances and Super cool skills, to exciting games!

6.30  The Amazing World Of Gumball (Season 2 / Ep 1 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
The continuing incredible adventures of Gumball, Anais and Darwin!

7.00  Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (Season 1 / Ep 18 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
As the Turtles try to foil a Kraang invasion plot, they are hunted by a giant, indestructible cockroach.

7.30  Transformers Prime Beast Hunters (Ep 12 / Schoolkids / R) (卡通片)
Ratchet finds himself in a series of predicaments as he resumes his experiments on Synthetic Energon.

8.00  Wizards Vs Aliens (Sr 2 / Ep 9 / Schoolkids)
Tom Clarke faces his greatest challenge yet, when a mysterious elevator takes him to Floor 13 – a destination far beyond this world.

8.30  Dick 'n' Dom Go Wild! (Sr 1 / Ep 7 / Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Go Wild boys, Dick and Dom, challenge volunteers to help fix wounded and poorly pets in the United Kingdom's busiest vets and wildlife rescue centres.

**okto WEDNESDAY 4 DECEMBER 2013**

**9.00PM**  
**ANIMAL NIGHT:** Untamed China With Nigel Marven (Ep 3 / Info-ed)  
(With Chinese Subtitles)  
Nigel Marven explores the jungles of Xishuangbanna Nature Reserve, Yunnan Province, in southwestern China. There he finds white-cheeked gibbons, giant reptiles, enormous rats, rare Asian elephants, and the world’s largest species of moth.

**10.00**  
**a-ok:** History From The Hill (Sr 2 / Ep 1 / Local Info-ed)  
We study the artefacts uncovered at Fort Canning Hill and tap on the personal recalls of bloggers and citizens to create collective memories of legends and myths while recollecting the last days of the ancient Singapura before its fall.

**10.30**  
**a-ok:** Making It Abroad (Ep 1 / Info-ed / 2nd Telecast)  
Making It Abroad is a 5 part series about Singaporean artistes in the fields of Classical Music, Popular Music, Dance, Fashion Design and Art Photography, who have successful careers overseas. Their works are admired and appreciated by audiences at home as well as abroad.

**11.00**  
**a-ok:** America’s Lost Treasures: Los Angeles (Sr 1 / Ep 1 / Debut / Info-ed)  
Hosts Curt Doussett and Kinga Philipps travel across America in search of historical objects with unexpected value. In each episode, they will each pick up three objects for further investigation, and one of these objects will be selected for display at the National Geographic Museum in Washington D.C.

**12.00MN**  
Close
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**okto THURSDAY 5 DECEMBER 2013**

**9.00AM**  
Sesame Street (Season 41 / Ep 15 / Preschool)  
Season 41 of Sesame Street continues its focus on science education as the series transitions from children “exploring” to “investigating” as they use the processes of scientific inquiry to solve problems and answer questions through observation and experimentation.

**10.00**  
Bob The Builder (Sr 17 & 18 / Eps 5 - 6 / Preschool / R)  
Bob the Builder returns with a brand new CGI look!

**10.30**  
Horrid Henry (Sr 2 / Eps 15 – 16 / Preschool)  
Adapted from the international best selling books, Horrid Henry is the iconic anti-hero who does the most fabulously naughty things most children only dream of.

**11.00**  
**DECEMBER SCHOOL HOLS SPECIAL 2013:** Mr Men & Little Miss (Preschool)  
Based on the world's famous children's books by Roger Hargreaves, this delightful and evergreen series welcomes young viewers into the world of Mr Tickle, Mr Bump, Mr Happy, Miss Sunshine and many more...
11.30  DECEMBER SCHOOL HOLS SPECIAL 2013: Baby Looney Tunes 1 (Ep 39 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Catch your favorite Bugs, Daffy, Sylvester, Tweety and the gang as tiny toddlers, filled with wide-eyed innocence and unparalleled curiosity! Baby Looney Tunes introduces the world’s most beloved cartoon characters as precocious preschoolers, discovering the world one baby-step at a time!

12.00NN  Mike The Knight (Eps 1 - 2 / Debut / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Mike the Knight is an energetic young knight-in-training, driven by his passion to help others and, along the way, be the best knight he can be. With his father, the King away exploring faraway lands, Queen Martha has put Mike in charge of helping her protect the Kingdom of Glendragon.

12.30PM  Hi-5 House (Season 14 / Ep 17 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Hi-5 Season 14 returns with an all new cast and set!

1.00  Bob The Builder (Sr 17 & 18 / Eps 5 - 6 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Bob the Builder returns with a brand new CGI look!

1.30  Thomas & Friends (Sr 17 / Eps 13 - 14 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Thomas the Tank Engine returns with a brand new CGI look!

2.00  Rupert Bear (Eps 27 – 28 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
In "Rupert Bear", the magic and fun takes place in wonderful woodland world of Nutwood where the loveable and exuberant young Rupert Bear invites his friends, including the audience, to follow him on an adventure - where anything can happen!

2.30  SamSam (Sr 1 / Ep 13 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
SamSam is a fun 3D animation series produced in HDTV. It is based on the popular comic book published by Bayard Jeunesse and published in magazines worldwide.

okto  THURSDAY 5 DECEMBER 2013

3.00PM  oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 2 / Ep 6 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Einstein returns with more innovative and creative art ideas. In this series, Einstein continues to work frantically & fulfill orders for a range of artistic activities. There will be new characters and more bizarre ideas.

3.30  oktOriginal: Cows & Crayons (Sr 2 / Ep 15 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
This series brings with it some changes, new animated characters, more exotic foreign destinations and time-travel.

4.00  oktOriginal: Kids Rock (Ep 4 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
This info-ed-drama programme is an entertaining yet informative children’s programme which will inspire viewers with the message: children are extraordinary and they can achieve bigger things.

4.30  oktOriginal: Groom My Room (Sr 4 / Ep 1 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
In Groom My Room, catch kids as they take charge and make their dream bedrooms a reality! Each week, one lucky kid gets to transform their room from bland to grand! Kids will have to come up with their room designs, ship, decorate and lead their room groomers to finish the makeover on time and on budget!

5.00  Scan 2 Go (Ep 7 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Exciting racing car series! This series shows the epic space adventure of young men and women. Through these adventures they bond in great friendships and grow to discover new things.
5.30  **Fishtronaut (Eps 43 - 44 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)**
With his high-tech space suit, Fishtronaut can leave the ocean and go on exciting adventures with his pals, human Marina and monkey Zeek. The three friends help people in trouble and investigate problems that affect animals and the environment.

6.00  **LEGO Legends Of CHIMA (Ep 20 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)**
The Kingdom of CHIMA has become a battle ground for eight animal tribes, fighting over a powerful natural element called CHI, that is both a source of life and potential destruction. This is the story of the brave heroes and of those who seek to destroy them.

6.30  **GON (Eps 9 – 10 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)**
Hilarious cartoon series starring GON the dinosaur and his friends. GON may be small but do not be fooled by his small physique - his power, speed, attitude and small brain are a force to be reckoned with!

7.00  **Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (Season 1 / Ep 19 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)**
Fed up with being humiliated by Fishface and Dogpound and defeated by the Turtles, Baxter Stockman seeks revenge by luring both parties into a deadly labyrinth.

7.30  **Ben 10: Omniverse (Ep 25 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)**
When Eon causes 11-year old Ben swap minds with teen Ben, it’s up to Gwen, Rook, and Professor Paradox to set things straight.

8.00  **oktOriginal: Twinadoes (Pilot) (Ep 1 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)**
Christel and Christine, two intelligent but mischievous 12-year old identical twins are enrolled in the very school they humiliated by their mum as a lesson. The twins create as much trouble as possible to get themselves kicked out of, Gombak Primary and back to their own school. Will their plan work?

8.30  **oktOriginal: Can You Make Sense Of This? (Ep 2 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)**
A game show that puts all our 5 senses to the ultimate test. The road to the Grand Finals continues as two teams outwit each other in a series of obstacles and puzzles using their eyes, ears, nose, mouth and a very insensitive body part.

**okto THURSDAY 5 DECEMBER 2013**

9.00PM  **DOCUMENTARY: Seconds From Disaster: Sinking The Conventry (Sr 6 / Ep 9 / Info-ed) (益智节目)**
On May 25, 1982 during the Falklands War between the United Kingdom and Argentina, a low-level bomb attack from Argentinian jets capsizes the Royal Navy’s HMS Coventry within twenty minutes. This episode recounts the incident and investigates its causes.

10.00  **a-ok: Tribe (Bruce Parry) (Sr 1 / Ep 1 / Info-ed / 2nd Telecast) (益智节目)**
Explorer Bruce Parry travels to the Himalayas, where he meets the isolated Adi people, who are fearsome warriors with a tradition of ritual sacrifice. Bruce spends six weeks living with the Adi, learning their ways, and picking up their hunting techniques.

11.00  **a-ok: Mankind: The Story Of All Of Us (Ep 8 / Info-ed) (益智节目)**
In the Andes, the Spanish open up the largest silver mine in the world and mint millions of “pesos de ocho” (pieces of eight). These coins transform the global economy. They fill the treasure chests of pirates, fuel a stock market boom and help to pay for the Taj Mahal.

12.00MN  Close
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okto  FRIDAY 6 DECEMBER 2013

9.00AM  Sesame Street (Season 41 / Ep 16 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Season 41 of Sesame Street continues its focus on science education as the series transitions from children “exploring” to “investigating” as they use the processes of scientific inquiry to solve problems and answer questions through observation and experimentation.

10.00  Bob The Builder (Sr 17 & 18 / Eps 7 - 8 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Bob the Builder returns with a brand new CGI look!

10.30  Horrid Henry (Sr 2 / Eps 17 – 18 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Adapted from the international best selling books, Horrid Henry is the iconic anti-hero who does the most fabulously naughty things most children only dream of.

11.00  DECEMBER SCHOOL HOLS SPECIAL 2013: Mr Men & Little Miss (Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Based on the world's famous children's books by Roger Hargreaves, this delightful and evergreen series welcomes young viewers into the world of Mr Tickle, Mr Bump, Mr Happy, Miss Sunshine and many more...

11.30  DECEMBER SCHOOL HOLS SPECIAL 2013: Baby Looney Tunes 1 (Ep 40 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Catch your favorite Bugs, Daffy, Sylvester, Tweety and the gang as tiny toddlers, filled with wide-eyed innocence and unparalleled curiosity! Baby Looney Tunes introduces the world's most beloved cartoon characters as precocious preschoolers, discovering the world one baby-step at a time!

12.00NN  Mike The Knight (Eps 3 - 4 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Mike the Knight is an energetic young knight-in-training, driven by his passion to help others and, along the way, be the best knight he can be. With his father, the King away exploring faraway lands, Queen Martha has put Mike in charge of helping her protect the Kingdom of Glendragon.

12.30PM  Hi-5 House (Season 14 / Ep 18 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Hi-5 Season 14 returns with an all new cast and set!

1.00  Bob The Builder (Sr 17 & 18 / Eps 7 - 8 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Bob the Builder returns with a brand new CGI look!

1.30  Thomas & Friends (Sr 17 / Eps 15 – 16 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Thomas the Tank Engine returns with a brand new CGI look!

2.00  Rupert Bear (Eps 29 – 30 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
in "Rupert Bear", the magic and fun takes place in wonderful woodland world of Nutwood where the lovable and exuberant young Rupert Bear invites his friends, including the audience, to follow him on an adventure - where anything can happen!

okto  FRIDAY 6 DECEMBER 2013

2.30PM  SamSam (Sr 2 / Ep 1 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
SamSam is a fun 3D animation series produced in HDTV. It is based on the popular comic book published by Bayard Jeunesse and published in magazines worldwide.
3.00  **oktOriginal**: Art Factory (Sr 2 / Ep 7 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Einstein returns with more innovative and creative art ideas. In this series, Einstein continues to work frantically & fulfill orders for a range of artistic activities. There will be new characters and more bizarre ideas.

3.30  **oktOriginal**: Cows & Crayons (Sr 2 / Ep 16 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
This series brings with it some changes, new animated characters, more exotic foreign destinations and time-travel.

4.00  **oktOriginal**: Kids Rock (Ep 5 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
This info-ed-drama programme is an entertaining yet informative children’s programme which will inspire viewers with the message: children are extraordinary and they can achieve bigger things.

4.30  **oktOriginal**: Groom My Room (Sr 4 / Ep 2 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
In Groom My Room, catch kids as they take charge and make their dream bedrooms a reality! Each week, one lucky kid gets to transform their room from bland to grand! Kids will have to come up with their room designs, ship, decorate and lead their room groomers to finish the makeover on time and on budget!

5.00  **oktOriginal**: The Mad Science Manual (Ep 13 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Science is mad...fun! Or at least it is when you know how. A series of sixteen episodes that inspire homemade scientific experiments that send the imagination racing, all the while encouraging kids - and the occasional adult - to ask 'WHY?'

5.30  Fishtronaut (Eps 45 - 46 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
With his high-tech space suit, Fishtronaut can leave the ocean and go on exciting adventures with his pals, human Marina and monkey Zeek. The three friends help people in trouble and investigate problems that affect animals and the environment.

6.00  **oktOriginal**: KNOCKOUT: CARNIVAL (Sr 6 / Ep 36 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
This week, get oriental with Kuai Ban, pumped up for school updates, creatively informed for trivia, gracefully focused for trapeze treats and move to the groove for the Lyrical Hip Hop challenge. More art than you can handle, on KNOCKOUT: CARNIVAL!

6.30  GON (Eps 11 – 12 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Hilarious cartoon series starring GON the dinosaur and his friends. GON may be small but do not be fooled by his small physique - his power, speed, attitude and small brain are a force to be reckoned with!

7.00  Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (Season 1 / Ep 20 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
After witnessing the Kraang in action, Karai realizes the seriousness of the alien threat and approaches the Turtles to propose an alliance.

**okto**  FRIDAY 6 DECEMBER 2013

7.30PM  Ben 10: Omniverse (Ep 23 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
While out looking for the elusive 23rd Mr. Smoothy’s store with Blukic and Driba, Ben meets an alternate version of himself.

8.00  Supah Ninjas (Season 1 / Ep 10 / Drama / Schoolkids) (电视剧)
No Face, a former master jewel thief, has been released from jail and is seeking vengeance on those who put him behind bars. Possessing a high tech mask No Face
carries out crimes in the guise of others, and its up to the Ninjas to uncover who the real villain is before the innocent are wrongly accused.

8.30  Lab Rats Challenge (Ep 59 / Schoolkids / R)
Lab Rats Challenge, the fast and furious science based game show for kids. The players will have to use all their intellectual, physical and team skills to win.

okto  FRIDAY 6 DECEMBER 2013

9.00PM  ANIMAL NIGHT: Beast Tracker (Ep 3 / Info-ed) (With Chinese Subtitles) (益智节目)
Marine biologist Dr. Andrew West is in the Florida Everglades, where he is on a mission to track down one of America’s most dangerous animal invaders, the Burmese python.

11.00  a-ok: Agatha Christie's Poirot (Sr 13 / Ep 1 / Drama) (电视剧)
Mystery novelist Ariadne Oliver is asked to devise a murder hunt for a Devonshire fete, but her sense of foreboding summons Poirot to the scene. Her fears are realized when, during the fete, the girl playing her murder victim winds up well and truly murdered.

12.00MN  Close
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okto  SATURDAY 7 DECEMBER 2013

7.00AM  oktOriginal: Brain Juice (Sr 1 / Eps 9 – 10 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
Brain Juice is a roving Quiz Game Show that goes from school to school to settle once and for all who are the most well-rounded kids around.

8.00  oktOriginal: The Private Bengs (Eps 3 - 4 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
A dysfunctional family of Private Investigators must work together all the while trying to maintain a normal, everyday family life. In the course of their adventures, each family member changes, bringing out the worst and best in each other and find themselves working together more than just a team but as a family.

9.00  My Little Pony: Friendship Is Magic (Season 1 / Ep 18 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
"Get your muzzle out of those books and make some friends!" That's what Princess Celestia tells Twilight Sparkle. She may be the smartest unicorn in Equestria but Twilight Sparkle gets an "incomplete" in friendship. There's more to life than magic.

9.30  Cartoons (Looney Tunes) (Ep 10 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Goofy! Silly! Wacky! Looney! The hilarious antics of Warner Bros,' classic animated characters are back again! Featuring beloved characters like Bugs Bunny, Daffy Duck, Sylvester and Tweety!

10.00  SpongeBob SquarePants (Ep 150 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Mr. Krabs decides to start selling hot dogs instead of Krabby Patties. SpongeBob and Patrick discover a lost ship.

10.30  LEGO Friends 2013 (Ep 1 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)

11.00  HERO 108 (Season 2 / Eps 41 – 42 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Hero 108 follows the outrageous adventures of a group of brave young defenders determined to end a conflict between animals and humans in The Hidden Kingdom. The group, known as First Squadron.

11.30 Green Lantern-The Animated Series (Ep 25 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
As Earth's Green Lantern, Hal Jordan is used to being in dangerous situations but he's never faced anything like this! Set at the farthest reaches of deep space, GREEN LANTERN: THE ANIMATED SERIES finds Hal on the Guardian Frontier.

12.00NN oktOriginal: Twinadoes (Ep 2 / Local Drama / Schoolkids) (电视剧)
Vicious leaflets are all over Gombak Primary, calling the twins all sorts of names – the twins are devastated. Lewis is charged to investigate who it could be. It all seems to point to Adam as he is spotted putting leaflets in his bag. But some things don't add up, will Lewis find the real culprits.

12.30PM oktOriginal: Can You Make Sense Of This? (Ep 2 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
A game show that puts all our 5 senses to the ultimate test. The road to the Grand Finals continues as two teams outwit each other in a series of obstacles and puzzles using their eyes, ears, nose, mouth and a very insensitive body part.

okto SATURDAY 7 DECEMBER 2013

1.00PM Dragon Snooker (Eps 13 - 14 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Animated series based on real life Chinese snooker ace Ding Junhui's life story.

2.00 Ben 10: Alien Force (Sr 3 / Eps 5 - 6 / Schoolkids / R)
Catch the exciting final season of Ben 10 Alien Force Sr 3!

3.00 oktOriginal: Brain Juice (Sr 1 / Eps 9 - 10 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
Brain Juice is a roving Quiz Game Show that goes from school to school to settle once and for all who are the most well-rounded kids around.

4.00 oktOriginal: The Private Bengs (Eps 3 - 4 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
A dysfunctional family of Private Investigators must work together all the while trying to maintain a normal, everyday family life. In the course of their adventures, each family member changes, bringing out the worst and best in each other and find themselves working together more than just a team but as a family.

5.00 Planet Cook (Sr 1 / Ep 15 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
An action-packed, cooking adventure show for children! Set on a tropical fantasy island, each episode sees Captain Cook and his quirky sous chef, a friendly and mischievous Yeti, guide three cool young Cook Cadets as they discover the wonders of the natural world and are driven.

5.30 Kamen Rider OOO (Ep 21 / Cartoon / Schoolkids) (卡通片)
New season of Kamen Rider series.

6.00 Sandra The Fairytale Detective (Eps 19 – 20 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Sandra is a ten year old girl who turns detective when she travels to the Land of Once Upon a Time, a parallel world where classic fairytale characters live. What happens if someone steals Cinderella's glass slipper?

6.30 Grossology (Ep 26 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Delivering adventure and comedy this show mixes crime-solving adventure, science facts and vile villains with Ty and Abby, secret agent Field Grossologists, who find no crime too gross!
7.00  Power Rangers Samurai (Ep 7 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
The new Rangers, Jayden, Kevin, Mia, Emily and Mike, harness the mystical Samurai Symbols of Power to fight evil with the elements of Fire, Water, Sky, Forest and Earth. They are not alone in their struggle.

7.30  Metal Fight Beyblade (Sr 2 / Ep 48 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
While Gingka, Masamune and Kyoya try to find Toby in Hades City, Tsubasa is challenged to a battle by Jack. Tsubasa defeats Jack, and Yu destroys his Arrangement Chamber.

8.00  Good Luck Charlie (Yr 1 / Ep 3 / Schoolkids / R)
Family sitcom following the comedic quandary of teenagers Teddy and PJ Duncan and their 10-year-old brother Gabe when they're unexpectedly designated babysitters for the new baby in the house as their mom Amy returns to work as a late shift nurse.

8.30  Pair Of Kings (Yr 1 / Ep 12 / Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
A live-action comedy series for kids and families about two fraternal twins who are living a typical teenage life in Chicago, but unbeknownst to them, are the successors to the throne of The Island of Kinkou.

okto  SATURDAY 7 DECEMBER 2013

9.00PM  oktoLIFE: Shark Wranglers (Ep 10 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
Chris Fischer and his crew complete their mission by capturing and tagging the last three Great White Sharks of their expedition in twenty-seven hours - and in untested waters.

10.00  CENTRESTAGE: Giuseppe Verdi: Aida (Culture)
This exciting open-air staging of Aida performed at St Margarethen took place amidst the intoxicating scenery of a rustically romantic Roman quarry. The story of the forbidden love between the Egyptian leader Radames and the beautiful Ethiopian princess Aida was originally commissioned for the opening of the Cairo opera house. This is an opera of epic proportions with horses, elephants, pyrotechnical special effects and more than 400 participants taking the stage.

12.00MN  Close
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okto SUNDAY 8 DECEMBER 2013

7.00AM  oktOriginal: Team Word (Eps 5 - 6 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
Scramble, Fumble and Tumble your way in the newest word game show that not only tests your spelling abilities, but your speed, agility and teamwork skills as well! Each week, two teams pit against each other using big letter tiles in three different challenges.

8.00  oktOriginal: The Seekers (Eps 7 - 8 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
Life for three kids is forever changed when one of them inherits a weathered treasure map that dates back to the Second World War. Could it point to the location of the legendary lost treasures of Yamashita’s Gold? They must combine their wits and perseverance in this race against time and evildoers.

9.00  Marsupilami - Hoobah Hoobah Hop! (Ep 8 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Hector is spending a year studying nature in the Palombian jungle where he soon becomes best buddies with the legendary Marsupilami and his family!
9.30 The Adventures Of Tintin (Ep 8 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
The original TinTin animated series featuring the classic adventures of the globetrotting
young journalist, TinTin, and his dog, Snowy.

10.00 Generator Rex (Ep 14 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
From the creators of Ben 10 comes Generator Rex, a series about a teen with
extraordinary powers.

10.30 Cardfight Vanguard (Sr 3 / Ep 9 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Exciting 3rd season of Cardfight Vanguard.

11.00 Digimon Fusion Battles (Ep 21 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Hounded by DarkKnightmon, Puppetmon helps Taiki’s team escape into an abandoned
factory. There, Sparrowmon tells them that DarkKnightmon has thrown Nene in prison.
DarkKnightmon used Nene’s little brother as a hostage to coerce her, and he’s been
scheming to gather dark power and revive the Darkness Loader.

11.30 Ben 10: Ultimate Alien (Ep 25 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Gwen’s cousin, Sunny, pays a visit, but she’s more than meets the eye!

12.00NN Robotboy (Season 1 / Eps 19 - 20 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Created by world-renowned scientist Professor Moshimo, Robotboy attracts the diabolical
attention of supervillains intent on harnessing Robotboy’s powers to enslave the world. So
Moshimo sends Robotboy far away to live with his number one fan, Tommy.

12.30PM Matt’s Monsters (Eps 19 - 20 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
When 8 year-old Matt Average gets home from school, he not only has homework to do but, more
importantly, he has monsters to hunt, with the help of the Monster Agency: Bruce, his ever-
optimistic dad; Ellen, his advertising genius of a mom; Dink, pet.

1.00 oktOriginal: oktoLIVE! (Sr 6 / Ep 8 / Local Schoolkids / Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
3G Games, and a host of segments like ok-to-perform, ok-to-check it out ,ok-to-learn, ok-to-play.
Each segment introduces kids to all things cool that kids need and want! awesome performances
and Super cool skills, to exciting games!

okto SUNDAY 8 DECEMBER 2013

1.30PM Martin The Warrior (Ep 9 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Adventures abound in the animated medieval world of Redwall Abby as the gentle forest animals
prepare jubilees but become heroes to face villains, pirates and bravely ward off abductors.

2.00 Sangokuden Brave Battle Warriors (Eps 3 - 4 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
It’s an age of turbulence. The tyrannical Prime Minister and leader of the Toutaku Troops,
Toutaku Zaku had assassinated the Emperor. He also got the sacred seal, Gyokuji, within
his possession, which he will use to rule Mirisha.

3.00 oktOriginal: Team Word (Eps 5 – 6 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
Scrumble, Fumble and Tumble your way in the newest word game show that not only tests
your spelling abilities, but your speed, agility and teamwork skills as well! Each week, two
teams pit against each other using big letter tiles in three different challenges.

4.00 oktOriginal: The Seekers (Eps 7 - 8 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
Life for three kids is forever changed when one of them inherits a weathered treasure map that
dates back to the Second World War. Could it point to the location of the legendary lost treasures of
Yamashita’s Gold? They must combine their wits and perseverance in this race against time and evildoers.

5.00 Jane And The Dragon (Ep 11 / Cartoon / Schoolkids) (卡通片)
It's a tough job for Jane to be a ten year old girl training to be a knight and prove herself to the King, parents and other knights! But she has help from a friend - a fire-breathing green dragon!

5.30 Kamen Rider OOO (Ep 22 / Cartoon / Schoolkids) (卡通片)
New season of Kamen Rider series.

6.00 Sandra The Fairytale Detective (Eps 21 - 22 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Sandra is a ten year old girl who turns detective when she travels to the Land of Once Upon a Time, a parallel world where classic fairytale characters live. What happens if someone steals Cinderella's glass slipper?

6.30 Grossology (Ep 27 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Delivering adventure and comedy this show mixes crime-solving adventure, science facts and vile villains with Ty and Abby, secret agent Field Grossologists, who find no crime too gross!

7.00 Junior MasterChef Australia (Season 2 / Ep 18 / Schoolkids / Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
It’s the pointy end of the competition for our eight Junior Masterchefs. By the end of the day, the top eight will be whittled down to the best six junior chefs in the nation and two kids will unfortunately go home.

8.00 Good Luck Charlie (Yr 1 / Ep 4 / Schoolkids / R)
Family sitcom following the comedic quandary of teenagers Teddy and PJ Duncan and their 10-year-old brother Gabe when they're unexpectedly designated babysitters for the new baby in the house as their mom Amy returns to work as a late shift nurse.

8.30 Pair Of Kings (Yr 1 / Ep 13 / Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
A live-action comedy series for kids and families about two fraternal twins who are living a typical teenage life in Chicago, but unbeknownst to them, are the successors to the throne of The Island of Kinkou.

okto SUNDAY 8 DECEMBER 2013

9.00PM Doctor Who (Sr 6 / Ep 13 / Drama) (电视剧)
The Doctor attempts to escape his apparent death at the hands of the Silence. River Song, whom the Silence had programmed to kill the Doctor, refuses, and they end up in an alternate timeline where all of time is running simultaneously and beginning to collapse.

10.00 FILMART: Music Of The Heart (Movie) (艺术影院)
Two-time Academy Award winner Meryl Streep stars with Angela Bassett in a heartwarming, acclaimed true story of how one woman's musical gift affected those who least expected it.

12.00MN Close
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Season 41 of Sesame Street continues its focus on science education as the series transitions from children “exploring” to “investigating” as they use the processes of scientific inquiry to solve problems and answer questions through observation and experimentation.

Bob the Builder returns with a brand new CGI look!

Adapted from the international best selling books, Horrid Henry is the iconic anti-hero who does the most fabulously naughty things most children only dream of.

Based on the world’s famous children’s books by Roger Hargreaves, this delightful and evergreen series welcomes young viewers into the world of Mr Tickle, Mr Bump, Mr Happy, Miss Sunshine and many more...

Mike the Knight is an energetic young knight-in-training, driven by his passion to help others and, along the way, be the best knight he can be. With his father, the King away exploring faraway lands, Queen Martha has put Mike in charge of helping her protect the Kingdom of Glendragon.

In “Rupert Bear”, the magic and fun takes place in wonderful woodland world of Nutwood where the loveable and exuberant young Rupert Bear invites his friends, including the audience, to follow him on an adventure - where anything can happen!

SamSam is a fun 3D animation series produced in HDTV. It is based on the popular comic book published by Bayard Jeunesse and published in magazines worldwide.

okto MONDAY 9 DECEMBER 2013

SamSam (Sr 2 / Ep 2 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
SamSam is a fun 3D animation series produced in HDTV. It is based on the popular comic book published by Bayard Jeunesse and published in magazines worldwide.

3.00 oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 2 / Ep 8 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Einstein returns with more innovative and creative art ideas. In this series, Einstein continues to work frantically & fulfill orders for a range of artistic activities. There will be new characters and more bizarre ideas.

3.30  oktOriginal: Cows & Crayons (Sr 2 / Ep 17 / Local Info-ed / R)  (益智节目)
This series brings with it some changes, new animated characters, more exotic foreign destinations and time-travel.

4.00  oktOriginal: Kids Rock (Ep 6 / Local Info-ed / R)  (益智节目)
This info-ed-drama programme is an entertaining yet informative children’s programme which will inspire viewers with the message: children are extraordinary and they can achieve bigger things.

4.30  oktOriginal: Groom My Room (Sr 4 / Ep 3 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R)  (益智节目)
In Groom My Room, catch kids as they take charge and make their dream bedrooms a reality! Each week, one lucky kid gets to transform their room from bland to grand! Kids will have to come up with their room designs, ship, decorate and lead their room groomers to finish the makeover on time and on budget!

5.00  Scan 2 Go (Ep 8 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R)  (卡通片)
Exciting racing car series! This series shows the epic space adventure of young men and women. Through these adventures they bond in great friendships and grow to discover new things.

5.30  Fishtronaut (Eps 47 - 48 / Schoolkids / Cartoon)  (卡通片)
With his high-tech space suit, Fishtronaut can leave the ocean and go on exciting adventures with his pals, human Marina and monkey Zeek. The three friends help people in trouble and investigate problems that affect animals and the environment.

6.00  oktOriginal: Twinadoes (Ep 2 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R)  (电视剧)
Vicious leaflets are all over Gombak Primary, calling the twins all sorts of names – the twins are devastated. Lewis is charged to investigate who it could be. It all seems to point to Adam as he is spotted putting leaflets in his bag. But some things don’t add up, will Lewis find the real culprits.

6.30  okto @ The Movies: Bee Movie (Movie / Schoolkids)
Take a close look at the world through the eyes of one bee, Barry B. Benson (Jerry Seinfeld). A recent college graduate, Barry wants more out of life than the inevitable career that awaits him and every other worker in New Hive City, a job at Honex, making honey.

8.30  Planet Cook (Sr 1 / Ep 22 / Info-ed)  (益智节目)
An action-packed, cooking adventure show for children! Set on a tropical fantasy island, each episode sees Captain Cook and his quirky sous chef, a friendly and mischievous Yeti, guide three cool young Cook Cadets as they discover the wonders of the natural world and are driven.

okto MONDAY 9 DECEMBER 2013

9.00PM  ANIMAL NIGHT: Wildlife – Prey vs Predators: Survival On The Serengeti (Info-ed)
(With Chinese Subtitles)  (益智节目)
With the start of the rainy season, herds of wildebeests and zebras gather here seeking fresh pastures. Waiting for them are the predators, including lions, cheetahs, leopards, jackals and hyenas. However, the predators find that the animals they prey on fight back with speed, strength and tactics.

10.00  a-ok: Four Rooms (Sr 1 / Ep 3 / Info-ed)  (益智节目)
A Star Wars arcade machine, a rare pocket watch, a large copper octopus, and a self-portrait by singer John Entwistle are among the valuable items brought to the four dealers.

11.00  a-ok: Arts.21 (Ep 119 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
Arts. 21 meets one of Germany’s most important press photographers and introduces us to the world’s oldest jazz band. And it shows us what life was like in Pompeii before Vesuvius destroyed everything around it.

11.30  a-ok: Euromaxx (Ep 119 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
Topics include Ukrainian-born classical pianist Valentina Lisitsa, German carpet designer Jan Kath, and Djerad National Park in northwestern Serbia.

12.00MN  Close
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okto TUESDAY 10 DECEMBER 2013

9.00AM  Sesame Street (Season 41 / Ep 18 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Season 41 of Sesame Street continues its focus on science education as the series transitions from children “exploring” to “investigating” as they use the processes of scientific inquiry to solve problems and answer questions through observation and experimentation.

10.00  The Berenstain Bears (Ep  21 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Set in the rolling hills of Bear Country, this animated comedy stars a fun loving family of honey Bears whose love, loyalty and humor allow them to overcome any obstacle that finds its way down to their sunny dirt road.

10.30  Horrid Henry (Sr 2 / Eps 21 – 22 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Adapted from the international best selling books, Horrid Henry is the iconic anti-hero who does the most fabulously naughty things most children only dream of.

11.00  DECEMBER SCHOOL HOLS SPECIAL 2013: Mr Men & Little Miss (Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Based on the world’s famous children’s books by Roger Hargreaves, this delightful and evergreen series welcomes young viewers into the world of Mr Tickle, Mr Bump, Mr Happy, Miss Sunshine and many more...

11.30  DECEMBER SCHOOL HOLS SPECIAL 2013: Baby Looney Tunes 1 (Ep 2 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Catch your favorite Bugs, Daffy, Sylvester, Tweety and the gang as tiny toddlers, filled with wide-eyed innocence and unparalleled curiosity! Baby Looney Tunes introduces the world’s most beloved cartoon characters as precocious preschoolers, discovering the world one baby-step at a time!

12.00NN  Mike The Knight (Sr 1 / Eps 7 - 8 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Mike the Knight is an energetic young knight-in-training, driven by his passion to help others and, along the way, be the best knight he can be. With his father, the King away exploring faraway lands, Queen Martha has put Mike in charge of helping her protect the Kingdom of Glendragon.

12.30PM  Hi-5 House (Season 14 / Ep 20 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Hi-5 Season 14 returns with an all new cast and set!
1.00 The Berenstain Bears (Ep 21 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Set in the rolling hills of Bear Country, this animated comedy stars a fun loving family of honey Bears whose love, loyalty and humor allow them to overcome any obstacle that finds its way down to their sunny dirt road.

1.30 Thomas & Friends (Sr 17 / Eps 19 - 20 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Thomas the Tank Engine returns with a brand new CGI look!

2.00 Rupert Bear (Eps 33 – 34 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
In "Rupert Bear", the magic and fun takes place in wonderful woodland world of Nutwood where the loveable and exuberant young Rupert Bear invites his friends, including the audience, to follow him on an adventure - where anything can happen!

okto TUESDAY 10 DECEMBER 2013

2.30PM SamSam (Sr 2 / Ep 3 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
SamSam is a fun 3D animation series produced in HDTV. It is based on the popular comic book published by Bayard Jeunesse and published in magazines worldwide.

3.00 oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 2 / Ep 9 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Einstein returns with more innovative and creative art ideas. In this series, Einstein continues to work frantically & fulfill orders for a range of artistic activities. There will be new characters and more bizarre ideas.

3.30 oktOriginal: Cows & Crayons (Sr 2 / Ep 18 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
This series brings with it some changes, new animated characters, more exotic foreign destinations and time-travel.

4.00 oktOriginal: Kids Rock (Ep 7 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
This info-ed-drama programme is an entertaining yet informative children’s programme which will inspire viewers with the message: children are extraordinary and they can achieve bigger things.

4.30 oktOriginal: Groom My Room (Sr 4 / Ep 4 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
In Groom My Room, catch kids as they take charge and make their dream bedrooms a reality! Each week, one lucky kid gets to transform their room from bland to grand! Kids will have to come up with their room designs, ship, decorate and lead their room groomers to finish the makeover on time and on budget!

5.00 Scan 2 Go (Ep 9 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Exciting racing car series! This series shows the epic space adventure of young men and women. Through these adventures they bond in great friendships and grow to discover new things.

5.30 The New Adventures Of Peter Pan (Ep 1 / Debut / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
When Wendy Darling and her brothers John and Michael are whisked away to Neverland by the strange and cheeky Peter Pan, Wendy cant believe their childhood stories are coming true! Next thing they know, the gang are confronting the terrible Captain Hook....

6.00 oktOriginal: Can You Make Sense Of This? (Ep 3 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids) (益智节目)
A game show that puts all our senses to the ultimate test. Two teams battle it out with their eyes, ears, nose, mouth and a very unlikely body part in their quest to the Grand Finals. Expect the game to go down to the wire this week.
6.30  The Amazing World Of Gumball (Season 2 / Ep 2 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
The continuing incredible adventures of Gumball, Anais and Darwin!

7.00  Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (Season 1 / Ep 21 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
While the Turtles are infiltrating an undersea Kraang base, the Foot Clan attempts to capture April, forcing her to fend for herself in a battle of wits against Karai.

**okto TUESDAY 10 DECEMBER 2013**

7.30PM  Transformers Prime Beast Hunters (Ep 13 / Schoolkids / R) (卡通片)
The fate of Earth hangs in the balance as the Autobots and Decepticons march towards their last stand.

8.00  Wizards Vs Aliens (Sr 2 / Ep 10 / Schoolkids)
Trapped in the Neverside, Tom and Lexi must find ways to survive together but is their friendship capable of becoming something more?

8.30  Pyramid Kids (Australia) (Season 5 / Ep 23 / Schoolkids / Info-ed) (益智节目)
PYRAMID is a fun, fast-paced game show that sees two teams go head to head in a competition to describe a series of simple objects, places or things without actually using the objects’ names!

**okto TUESDAY 10 DECEMBER 2013**

9.00PM  DOCUMENTARY: Food Factory 2 (Eps 13 - 14 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
This episode shows how the makers of madras sambar, an ancient Indian vegetable stew, manage to fit an entire aromatic meal into a small can. And it also shows how bright colored Candy Tree lollipops get their sweet and sour flavor.

10.00  a-ok: My Roots (Sr 2 / Ep 1 / Local Info-ed) (益智节目)
My Roots returns with six more well-known Singaporeans on their quest to trace their ancestry. Piecing together jigsaw parts of their past, rare information is unearthed. This week, mountaineer Khoo Swee Chiow embarks on his journey.

10.30  a-ok: KNOCKOUT: CARNIVAL (Sr 6 / Ep 37 / Local Info-ed) (益智节目)
This week, get groovy for contemporary dance, explore cheap arts myth, tickle your brain with trivia, swing along to trapeze treats and get winded for the Brass Instruments challenge. It’s time to let loose, on KNOCKOUT: CARNIVAL!

11.00  a-ok: Ade In Britain (Sr 2 / Ep 4 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
Comedian and actor Ade Edmondson takes a culinary road trip around Britain revealing the eccentricities and character of each region through their most celebrated dishes.

12.00MN  Close
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**okto WEDNESDAY 11 DECEMBER 2013**
9.00AM  Sesame Street (Season 41 / Ep 19 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Season 41 of Sesame Street continues its focus on science education as the series transitions from children “exploring” to “investigating” as they use the processes of scientific inquiry to solve problems and answer questions through observation and experimentation.

10.00  The Berenstain Bears (Ep 22 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Set in the rolling hills of Bear Country, this animated comedy stars a fun loving family of honey Bears whose love, loyalty and humor allow them to overcome any obstacle that finds its way down to their sunny dirt road.

10.30  Horrid Henry (Sr 2 / Eps 23 – 24 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Adapted from the international best selling books, Horrid Henry is the iconic anti-hero who does the most fabulously naughty things most children only dream of.

11.00  DECEMBER SCHOOL HOLS SPECIAL 2013: Mr Men & Little Miss (Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Based on the world's famous children's books by Roger Hargreaves, this delightful and evergreen series welcomes young viewers into the world of Mr Tickle, Mr Bump, Mr Happy, Miss Sunshine and many more...

11.30  DECEMBER SCHOOL HOLS SPECIAL 2013: Baby Looney Tunes 1 (Ep 3 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Catch your favorite Bugs, Daffy, Sylvester, Tweety and the gang as tiny toddlers, filled with wide-eyed innocence and unparalleled curiosity! Baby Looney Tunes introduces the world's most beloved cartoon characters as precocious preschoolers, discovering the world one baby-step at a time!

12.00NN  Mike The Knight (Eps 9 - 10 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Mike the Knight is an energetic young knight-in-training, driven by his passion to help others and, along the way, be the best knight he can be. With his father, the King away exploring faraway lands, Queen Martha has put Mike in charge of helping her protect the Kingdom of Glendragon.

12.30PM  Hi-5 House (Season 14 / Ep 21 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Hi-5 Season 14 returns with an all new cast and set!

1.00  The Berenstain Bears (Ep 22 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Set in the rolling hills of Bear Country, this animated comedy stars a fun loving family of honey Bears whose love, loyalty and humor allow them to overcome any obstacle that finds its way down to their sunny dirt road.

1.30  Thomas & Friends (Sr 17 / Eps 21 - 22 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Thomas the Tank Engine returns with a brand new CGI look!

2.00  Rupert Bear (Eps 35 – 36 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
In "Rupert Bear", the magic and fun takes place in wonderful woodland world of Nutwood where the loveable and exuberant young Rupert Bear invites his friends, including the audience, to follow him on an adventure - where anything can happen!

2.30  SamSam (Sr 2 / Ep 4 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
SamSam is a fun 3D animation series produced in HDTV. It is based on the popular comic book published by Bayard Jeunesse and published in magazines worldwide.

okto  WEDNESDAY 11 DECEMBER 2013

3.00PM  oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 2 / Ep 10 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Einstein returns with more innovative and creative art ideas. In this series, Einstein continues to work frantically & fulfill orders for a range of artistic activities. There will be new characters and more bizarre ideas.
3.30 **oktOriginal**: Cows & Crayons (Sr 2 / Ep 19 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
This series brings with it some changes, new animated characters, more exotic foreign destinations and time-travel.

4.00 **oktOriginal**: Kids Rock (Ep 8 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
This info-ed-drama programme is an entertaining yet informative children’s programme which will inspire viewers with the message: children are extraordinary and they can achieve bigger things.

4.30 **oktOriginal**: Groom My Room (Sr 4 / Ep 5 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
In Groom My Room, catch kids as they take charge and make their dream bedrooms a reality! Each week, one lucky kid gets to transform their room from bland to grand! Kids will have to come up with their room designs, ship, decorate and lead their room groomers to finish the makeover on time and on budget!

5.00 Scan 2 Go (Ep 10 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Exciting racing car series! This series shows the epic space adventure of young men and women. Through these adventures they bond in great friendships and grow to discover new things.

5.30 The New Adventures Of Peter Pan (Ep 2 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
When Wendy Darling and her brothers John and Michael are whisked away to Neverland by the strange and cheeky Peter Pan, Wendy can't believe their childhood stories are coming true! Next thing they know, the gang are confronting the terrible Captain Hook....

6.00 **oktOriginal**: oktoLIVE! (Sr 6 / Ep 9 / Local Schoolkids / Info-ed) (益智节目)
3G Games, and a host of segments like ok-to-perform, ok-to-check it out, ok-to-learn, ok-to-play. Each segment introduces kids to all things cool that kids need and want! Awesome performances and Super cool skills, to exciting games!

6.30 The Amazing World Of Gumball (Season 2 / Ep 3 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
The continuing incredible adventures of Gumball, Anais and Darwin!

7.00 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (Season 1 / Ep 22 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
After Leonardo, Raphael, and Donatello fall under the control of a parasitic Wasp, Michelangelo must fight his brothers to save them.

7.30 **Max Steel** (Sr 1 / Ep 1 / Debut / Schoolkids) (卡通片)
Max Steel is about the epic adventures of earth-bound teenager Maxwell McGrath and out-of-this-world friend Steel. The mismatched duo must overcome comedic trials and tribulations toward each other in order to create a heroic turbo team. Once combined together, Maxwell and Steel serve to protect Earth.

8.00 Wizards Vs Aliens (Sr 2 / Ep 11 / Schoolkids)
On the advent of an eclipse, the Nekross activate their magnificent master plan to control the moon's orbit and bring everlasting night to Earth!

8.30 Dick 'n' Dom Go Wild! (Sr 1 / Ep 8 / Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Go Wild boys, Dick and Dom, challenge volunteers to help fix wounded and poorly pets in the United Kingdom’s busiest vets and wildlife rescue centres.

**okto WEDNESDAY 11 DECEMBER 2013**

9.00PM **ANIMAL NIGHT**: Untamed China With Nigel Marven (Ep 4 / Info-ed)
(With Chinese Subtitles) (益智节目)
Nigel Marven travels to the mountains and forests of Sichuan Province, where he searches for the rare red panda and an unique breed of frogs. He encounters yaks, blue sheep and some charismatic monkeys. In the provincial capital Chengdu, Nigel tussles with some lovely giant pandas.

10.00  a-ok: History From The Hill (Sr 2 / Ep 2 / Local Info-ed) (益智节目)
We study the artefacts uncovered at Fort Canning Hill and tap on the personal recalls of bloggers and citizens to create collective memories of legends and myths while recollecting the last days of the ancient Singapura before its fall.

10.30  a-ok: Making It Abroad (Ep 2 / Info-ed / 2nd Telecast) (益智节目)
Making It Abroad is a 5 part series about Singaporean artistes in the fields of Classical Music, Popular Music, Dance, Fashion Design and Art Photography, who have successful careers overseas. Their works are admired and appreciated by audiences at home as well as abroad.

11.00  a-ok: America's Lost Treasures: Santa Ana (Sr 1 / Ep 2 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
Hosts Curt Doussett and Kinga Philipps examine stone bowls that are possibly prehistoric; a sword and pistol that once belonged to a 19th century sea captain; and a set of rare Native American baskets in excellent condition from the Owens Valley Paiute Indians, probably made between 1910 to 1940.

12.00MN  Close
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okto  THURSDAY 12 DECEMBER 2013

9.00AM  Sesame Street (Season 41 / Ep 20 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Season 41 of Sesame Street continues its focus on science education as the series transitions from children “exploring” to “investigating” as they use the processes of scientific inquiry to solve problems and answer questions through observation and experimentation.

10.00  The Berenstain Bears (Ep 23 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Set in the rolling hills of Bear Country, this animated comedy stars a fun loving family of honey Bears whose love, loyalty and humor allow them to overcome any obstacle that finds its way down to their sunny dirt road.

10.30  Horrid Henry (Sr 2 / Eps 25 – 26 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Adapted from the international best selling books, Horrid Henry is the iconic anti-hero who does the most fabulously naughty things most children only dream of.

11.00  DECEMBER SCHOOL HOLS SPECIAL 2013: Mr Men & Little Miss (Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Based on the world’s famous children’s books by Roger Hargreaves, this delightful and evergreen series welcomes young viewers into the world of Mr Tickle, Mr Bump, Mr Happy, Miss Sunshine and many more...

11.30  DECEMBER SCHOOL HOLS SPECIAL 2013: Baby Looney Tunes 1 (Ep 4 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Catch your favorite Bugs, Daffy, Sylvester, Tweety and the gang as tiny toddlers, filled with wide-eyed innocence and unparalleled curiosity! Baby Looney Tunes introduces the world's most
beloved cartoon characters as precocious preschoolers, discovering the world one baby-step at a time!

**12.00 NN**

*Mike The Knight (Sr 1 / Eps 11 - 12 / Preschool)* (幼儿乐园)
Mike the Knight is an energetic young knight-in-training, driven by his passion to help others and, along the way, be the best knight he can be. With his father, the King away exploring faraway lands, Queen Martha has put Mike in charge of helping her protect the Kingdom of Glendragon.

**12.30 PM**

*Hi-5 House (Season 14 / Ep 22 / Preschool)* (幼儿乐园)
Hi-5 Season 14 returns with an all new cast and set!

**1.00**

*The Berenstain Bears (Ep 23 / Preschool / R)* (幼儿乐园)
Set in the rolling hills of Bear Country, this animated comedy stars a fun loving family of honey Bears whose love, loyalty and humor allow them to overcome any obstacle that finds its way down to their sunny dirt road.

**1.30**

*Thomas & Friends (Sr 17 / Eps 23 - 24 / Preschool / R)* (幼儿乐园)
Thomas the Tank Engine returns with a brand new CGI look!

**2.00**

*Rupert Bear (Eps 37 – 38 / Preschool)* (幼儿乐园)
In "Rupert Bear", the magic and fun takes place in wonderful woodland world of Nutwood where the loveable and exuberant young Rupert Bear invites his friends, including the audience, to follow him on an adventure - where anything can happen!

**2.30**

*SamSam (Sr 2 / Ep 5 / Preschool)* (幼儿乐园)
SamSam is a fun 3D animation series produced in HDTV. It is based on the popular comic book published by Bayard Jeunesse and published in magazines worldwide.

**okto THURSDAY 12 DECEMBER 2013**

**3.00 PM**

*oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 2 / Ep 11 / Local Info-ed / R)* (益智节目)
Einstein returns with more innovative and creative art ideas. In this series, Einstein continues to work frantically & fulfill orders for a range of artistic activities. There will be new characters and more bizarre ideas.

**3.30**

*oktOriginal: Cows & Crayons (Sr 2 / Ep 20 / Local Info-ed / R)* (益智节目)
This series brings with it some changes, new animated characters, more exotic foreign destinations and time-travel.

**4.00**

*oktOriginal: Kids Rock (Ep 9 / Local Info-ed / R)* (益智节目)
This info-ed-drama programme is an entertaining yet informative children’s programme which will inspire viewers with the message: children are extraordinary and they can achieve bigger things.

**4.30**

*oktOriginal: Groom My Room (Sr 4 / Ep 6 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R)* (益智节目)
In Groom My Room, catch kids as they take charge and make their dream bedrooms a reality! Each week, one lucky kid gets to transform their room from bland to grand! Kids will have to come up with their room designs, ship, decorate and lead their room groomers to finish the makeover on time and on budget!

**5.00**

*Scan 2 Go (Ep 11 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R)* (卡通片)
Exciting racing car series! This series shows the epic space adventure of young men and women. Through these adventures they bond in great friendships and grow to discover new things.

**5.30**

*The New Adventures Of Peter Pan (Ep 3 / Schoolkids / Cartoon)* (卡通片)
When Wendy Darling and her brothers John and Michael are whisked away to Neverland by the strange and cheeky Peter Pan, Wendy can’t believe their childhood stories are coming true! Next thing they know, the gang are confronting the terrible Captain Hook....
6.00  LEGO Friends 2013 (Ep 1 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)

6.30  GON (Eps 13 – 14 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Hilarious cartoon series starring GON the dinosaur and his friends. GON may be small but do not be fooled by his small physique - his power, speed, attitude and small brain are a force to be reckoned with!

7.00  Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (Season 1 / Ep 23 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
When Shredder schemes to create a fearsome army of mutants, the Turtles have no choice but to rely on the help of the newest recruit to the Foot Clan: The Pulverizer!

7.30  Ben 10: Omniverse (Ep 26 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
As payment for destroying his car, Mr. Bowman orders Ben to make deliveries for him without using the Omnitrix.

8.00  oktOriginal: Twinadoes (Ep 2 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
Vicious leaflets are all over Gombak Primary, calling the twins all sorts of names – the twins are devastated. Lewis is charged to investigate who it could be. It all seems to point to Adam as he is spotted putting leaflets in his bag. But some things don’t add up, will Lewis find the real culprits.

8.30  oktOriginal: Can You Make Sense Of This? (Ep 3 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
A game show that puts all our senses to the ultimate test. Two teams battle it out with their eyes, ears, nose, mouth and a very unlikely body part in their quest to the Grand Finals. Expect the game to go down to the wire this week.

okto THURSDAY 12 DECEMBER 2013

9.00PM  DOCUMENTARY: Seconds From Disaster: Chinook Helicopter Crash (Sr 6 / Ep 10 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
On June 2, 1994, a Royal Air Force Chinook helicopter on an apparently routine flight crashes on the west coast of Northern Ireland. All 29 people on board are killed, including a top anti-terrorist expert. This episode investigates the causes of this accident.

10.00  a-ok: Tribe (Bruce Parry) (Sr 1 / Ep 2 / Info-ed / 2nd Telecast) (益智节目) (PG)
Bruce Parry travels to Ethiopia to live with the Suri tribe. He participates in their traditional customs, which include learning the art of “donga”, a way of settling scores by fighting with sticks.

11.00  a-ok: Mankind: The Story Of All Of Us (Ep 9 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
In North America, Siberia and Australia, ancient traditions are swept away in the name of commerce and science. Within a hundred years, the irrational fear that produced a witch trial in Salem gives way to a very rational cry for freedom. American revolutionaries confront a mighty empire. The battle for the modern world begins.

12.00MN  Close
9.00AM Sesame Street (Season 41 / Ep 21 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Season 41 of Sesame Street continues its focus on science education as the series transitions from children “exploring” to “investigating” as they use the processes of scientific inquiry to solve problems and answer questions through observation and experimentation.

10.00 The Berenstain Bears (Ep 24 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Set in the rolling hills of Bear Country, this animated comedy stars a fun loving family of honey Bears whose love, loyalty and humor allow them to overcome any obstacle that finds its way down to their sunny dirt road.

10.30 Horrid Henry (Sr 2 / Eps 27 – 28 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Adapted from the international best selling books, Horrid Henry is the iconic anti-hero who does the most fabulously naughty things most children only dream of.

11.00 DECEMBER SCHOOL HOLS SPECIAL 2013: Mr Men & Little Miss (Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Based on the world's famous children's books by Roger Hargreaves, this delightful and evergreen series welcomes young viewers into the world of Mr Tickle, Mr Bump, Mr Happy, Miss Sunshine and many more...

11.30 DECEMBER SCHOOL HOLS SPECIAL 2013: Baby Looney Tunes 1 (Ep 5 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Catch your favorite Bugs, Daffy, Sylvester, Tweety and the gang as tiny toddlers, filled with wide-eyed innocence and unparalleled curiosity! Baby Looney Tunes introduces the world's most beloved cartoon characters as precocious preschoolers, discovering the world one baby-step at a time!

12.00NN Mike The Knight (Eps 13 - 14 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Mike the Knight is an energetic young knight-in-training, driven by his passion to help others and, along the way, be the best knight he can be. With his father, the King away exploring faraway lands, Queen Martha has put Mike in charge of helping her protect the Kingdom of Glendragon.

12.30PM Hi-5 House (Season 14 / Ep 23 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Hi-5 Season 14 returns with an all new cast and set!

1.00 The Berenstain Bears (Ep 24 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Set in the rolling hills of Bear Country, this animated comedy stars a fun loving family of honey Bears whose love, loyalty and humor allow them to overcome any obstacle that finds its way down to their sunny dirt road.

1.30 Thomas & Friends (Sr 17 / Eps 25 – 26 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Thomas the Tank Engine returns with a brand new CGI look!

2.00 Rupert Bear (Eps 39 – 40 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
In "Rupert Bear", the magic and fun takes place in wonderful woodland world of Nutwood where the loveable and exuberant young Rupert Bear invites his friends, including the audience, to follow him on an adventure - where anything can happen!

okto FRIDAY 13 DECEMBER 2013

2.30PM SamSam (Sr 2 / Ep 6 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
SamSam is a fun 3D animation series produced in HDTV. It is based on the popular comic book published by Bayard Jeunesse and published in magazines worldwide.

3.00 **oktOriginal**: Art Factory (Sr 2 / Ep 12 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Einstein returns with more innovative and creative art ideas. In this series, Einstein continues to work frantically & fulfill orders for a range of artistic activities. There will be new characters and more bizarre ideas.

3.30 **oktOriginal**: Watch Eat (Sr 1 / Ep 1 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Watch Eat! is an upbeat, energetic cooking show targeted at children between 7-12. It consists of 3 segments which teaches our local kids the values of nutrition through the fun distractions of games and food play.

4.00 **oktOriginal**: Kids Rock (Ep 10 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
This info-ed-drama programme is an entertaining yet informative children’s programme which will inspire viewers with the message: children are extraordinary and they can achieve bigger things.

4.30 **oktOriginal**: Groom My Room (Sr 4 / Ep 7 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
In Groom My Room, catch kids as they take charge and make their dream bedrooms a reality! Each week, one lucky kid gets to transform their room from bland to grand! Kids will have to come up with their room designs, ship, decorate and lead their room groomers to finish the makeover on time and on budget!

4.30 **oktOriginal**: The Mad Science Manual (Ep 14 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Science is mad…fun! Or at least it is when you know how. A series of sixteen episodes that inspire homemade scientific experiments that send the imagination racing, all the while encouraging kids - and the occasional adult - to ask 'WHY?'

5.00 The New Adventures Of Peter Pan (Ep 4 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
When Wendy Darling and her brothers John and Michael are whisked away to Neverland by the strange and cheeky Peter Pan, Wendy cant believe their childhood stories are coming true! Next thing they know, the gang are confronting the terrible Captain Hook....

5.30 **oktOriginal**: KNOCKOUT: CARNIVAL (Sr 6 / Ep 37 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
This week, get groovy for contemporary dance, explore cheap arts myth, tickle your brain with trivia, swing along to trapeze treats and get winded for the Brass Instruments challenge. It’s time to let loose, on KNOCKOUT: CARNIVAL!

5.30 GON (Eps 15 – 16 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Hilarious cartoon series starring GON the dinosaur and his friends. GON may be small but do not be fooled by his small physique - his power, speed, attitude and small brain are a force to be reckoned with!

6.00 **oktOriginal**: Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (Season 1 / Ep 24 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Donatello breaks into a secret Kraang detention center in order to rescue Kirby O’Neil. But when he discovers they are trapped inside with a deadly mutant prisoner, he realizes that breaking in was the easy part.

7.00 okto FRIDAY 13 DECEMBER 2013

7.30PM Ben 10: Omniverse (Ep 27 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
With Plumber agents trapped in Incursean territory, Ben and Rook must employ the services of Rad Dudesman, the roughest, toughest smuggler in the galaxy.

8.00
Supah Ninjas (Season 1 / Ep 11 / Drama / Schoolkids) (电视剧)
Dollhouse, a twisted villain who appears in a white porcelain doll mask turns ordinary people into “living dolls”. When Amanda is kidnapped by Dollhouse to be the perfect cheerleader in his doll collection, Owen and Mike infiltrate Dollhouse’s lair to free her, however they must risk not get stuck in his crazy world of live toys.

8.30
Lab Rats Challenge (Ep 60 / Schoolkids / R)
Lab Rats Challenge, the fast and furious science based game show for kids. The players will have to use all their intellectual, physical and team skills to win.

okto  FRIDAY 13 DECEMBER 2013

9.00PM  ANIMAL NIGHT: Perfect Swarm (Info-ed) (With Chinese Subtitles) (益智节目)
Hundreds of swarms are invading West Africa. One swarm of desert locusts can eat about 80,000 tons of vegetation a day enough to feed 200 million people. It’s a plague more massive than a tornado and more deadly than an earthquake. This documentary explores the various efforts made around the world to end this plague.

11.00  a-ok: Agatha Christie’s Poirot (Sr 13 / Ep 2 / Drama) (电视剧)
Reunited with old friends, Poirot takes on challenging new investigations, once again testing his 'little grey cells'.

12.00MN Close
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okto  SATURDAY 14 DECEMBER 2013

7.00AM  oktOriginal: Brain Juice (Sr 1 / Eps 11 – 12 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
Brain Juice is a roving Quiz Game Show that goes from school to school to settle once and for all who are the most well-rounded kids around.

8.00  oktOriginal: The Private Bengs (Eps 5 - 6 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
A dysfunctional family of Private Investigators must work together all the while trying to maintain a normal, everyday family life. In the course of their adventures, each family member changes, bringing out the worst and best in each other and find themselves working together more than just a team but as a family.

9.00  My Little Pony: Friendship Is Magic (Season 1 / Ep 19 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
"Get your muzzle out of those books and make some friends!" That's what Princess Celestia tells Twilight Sparkle. She may be the smartest unicorn in Equestria but Twilight Sparkle gets an "incomplete" in friendship. There's more to life than magic.

9.30  Cartoons (Looney Tunes) (Ep 11 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Goofy! Silly! Wacky! Looney! The hilarious antics of Warner Bros,' classic animated characters are back again! Featuring beloved characters like Bugs Bunny, Daffy Duck, Sylvester and Tweety!

10.00  SpongeBob SquarePants (Ep 127 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Squidward becomes the star of his own public access TV show. Squidward tries to sabotage SpongeBob’s big dance audition.

10.30  LEGO Friends 2013 (Ep 2 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)

11.00  HERO 108 (Season 2 / Eps 43 – 44 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Hero 108 follows the outrageous adventures of a group of brave young defenders determined to end a conflict between animals and humans in The Hidden Kingdom. The group, known as First Squadron.

11.30  Green Lantern-The Animated Series (Ep 26 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
As Earth’s Green Lantern, Hal Jordan is used to being in dangerous situations but he’s never faced anything like this! Set at the farthest reaches of deep space, GREEN LANTERN: THE ANIMATED SERIES finds Hal on the Guardian Frontier.

12.00NN  oktOriginal: Twinadoes (Ep 2 / Local Drama / Schoolkids) (电视剧)
Vicious leaflets are all over Gombak Primary, calling the twins all sorts of names – the twins are devastated. Lewis is charged to investigate who it could be. It all seems to point to Adam as he is spotted putting leaflets in his bag. But some things don’t add up, will Lewis find the real culprits.

12.30PM  oktOriginal: Can You Make Sense Of This? (Ep 3 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
A game show that puts all our senses to the ultimate test. Two teams battle it out with their eyes, ears, nose, mouth and a very unlikely body part in their quest to the Grand Finals. Expect the game to go down to the wire this week.

okto  SATURDAY 14 DECEMBER 2013

1.00PM  Dragon Snooker (Eps 15 - 16 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Animated series based on real life Chinese snooker ace Ding Junhui’s life story.

2.00  Ben 10: Alien Force (Sr 3 / Eps 7 - 8 / Schoolkids / R)
Catch the exciting final season of Ben 10 Alien Force Sr 3!

3.00  oktOriginal: Brain Juice (Sr 1 / Eps 11 - 12 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
Brain Juice is a roving Quiz Game Show that goes from school to school to settle once and for all who are the most well-rounded kids around.

4.00  oktOriginal: The Private Bengs (Eps 5 - 6 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
A dysfunctional family of Private Investigators must work together all the while trying to maintain a normal, everyday family life. In the course of their adventures, each family member changes, bringing out the worst and best in each other and find themselves working together more than just a team but as a family.

5.00  Planet Cook (Sr 1 / Ep 16 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
An action-packed, cooking adventure show for children! Set on a tropical fantasy island, each episode sees Captain Cook and his quirky sous chef, a friendly and mischievous Yeti, guide three cool young Cook Cadets as they discover the wonders of the natural world and are driven.

5.30  Kamen Rider OOO (Ep 23 / Cartoon / Schoolkids) (卡通片)
New season of Kamen Rider series.

6.00  Sandra The Fairytale Detective (Eps 23 – 24 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Sandra is a ten year old girl who turns detective when she travels to the Land of Once Upon a Time, a parallel world where classic fairytale characters live. What happens if someone steals Cinderella’s glass slipper?

6.30 Grossology (Ep 28 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Delivering adventure and comedy this show mixes crime-solving adventure, science facts and vile villans with Ty and Abby, secret agent Field Grossologists, who find no crime too gross!

7.00 Power Rangers Samurai (Ep 8 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
The new Rangers, Jayden, Kevin, Mia, Emily and Mike, harness the mystical Samurai Symbols of Power to fight evil with the elements of Fire, Water, Sky, Forest and Earth. They are not alone in their struggle.

7.30 Metal Fight Beyblade (Sr 2 / Ep 49 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
While Masamune and Gingka try to reach the Spiral Core and Toby, Kyoya battles Damian. Kyoya defeats Damian and Masamune and Gingka achieve their goal.

8.00 Good Luck Charlie (Yr 1 / Ep 5 / Schoolkids / R)
Family sitcom following the comedic quandary of teenagers Teddy and PJ Duncan and their 10-year-old brother Gabe when they’re unexpectedly designated babysitters for the new baby in the house as their mom Amy returns to work as a late shift nurse.

8.30 Pair Of Kings (Yr 1 / Ep 14 / Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
A live-action comedy series for kids and families about two fraternal twins who are living a typical teenage life in Chicago, but unbeknownst to them, are the successors to the throne of The Island of Kinkou.

okto SATURDAY 14 DECEMBER 2013

9.00PM oktoLIFE: Planet Ant (Info-ed) (益智节目)
Using cutting-edge technology, two scientists reveal the workings of one of nature’s most complex societies and show the surprising ways in which ants are helping us solve global problems.

10.00 CENTRESTAGE: The King’s Singers (Culture)
This Christmas recital by the world-renowned vocal ensemble The King’s Singers was held in the stylishly distinctive setting of Jerwood Hall in LSO St Luke’s, London.

10.00 CENTRESTAGE: Vienna Boys’ Choir – Live From The Stephansdom (Culture)
Selected works of Mozart are performed by the Vienna Boys’ Choir, soprano Sandrine Piau, tenor Dietmar Kerschbaum, and the Vienna Radio Symphony Orchestra at concert held in St Stephen Cathedral in Vienna, Austria.

12.00MN Close
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7.00AM  **oktOriginal:** Team Word (Eps 7 - 8 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
Scramble, Fumble and Tumble your way in the newest word game show that not only tests your spelling abilities, but your speed, agility and teamwork skills as well! Each week, two teams pit against each other using big letter tiles in three different challenges.

8.00  **oktOriginal:** The Seekers (Eps 9 - 10 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧行)
Life for three kids is forever changed when one of them inherits a weathered treasure map that dates back to the Second World War. Could it point to the location of the legendary lost treasures of Yamashita’s Gold? They must combine their wits and perseverance in this race against time and evildoers.

9.00  Marsupilami - Hoobah Hoobah Hop! (Ep 9 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Hector is spending a year studying nature in the Palombian jungle where he soon becomes best buddies with the legendary Marsupilami and his family!

9.31  The Adventures Of Tintin (Ep 9 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
The original TinTin animated series featuring the classic adventures of the globetrotting young journalist, TinTin, and his dog, Snowy.

10.00  Generator Rex (Ep 15 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
From the creators of Ben 10 comes Generator Rex, a series about a teen with extraordinary powers.

10.30  Cardfight Vanguard (Sr 3 / Ep 10 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Exciting 3rd season of Cardfight Vanguard.

11.00  Digimon Fusion Battles (Ep 22 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
While en route to the next zone, the Cross-Heart members are caught by the Digimon Arkadimon, who eats anyone who happens to pass by. Lilithmon's plan is for Taiki to wander alone forever in the space between zones, but he's picked up by Wisemon, a researcher who wants to learn everything about the Digital World.

11.30  Ben 10: Ultimate Alien (Ep 26 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
The return of Elena and the nanochips from the "Alien Swarm" movie!

12.00NN  Robotboy (Season 1 / Eps 21 - 22 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Created by world-renowned scientist Professor Moshimo, Robotboy attracts the diabolical attention of supervillains intent on harnessing Robotboy's powers to enslave the world. So Moshimo sends Robotboy far away to live with his number one fan, Tommy.

12.30PM  Matt's Monsters (Eps 21 - 22 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
When 8-year-old Matt Average gets home from school, he not only has homework to do but, more importantly, he has monsters to hunt, with the help of the Monster Agency: Bruce, his ever-optimistic dad; Ellen, his advertising genius of a mom; Dink, pet.

1.00  **oktOriginal:** oktoLIVE! (Sr 6 / Ep 9 / Local Schoolkids / Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
3G Games, and a host of segments like ok-to-perform, ok-to-check it out, ok-to-learn, ok-to-play. Each segment introduces kids to all things cool that kids need and want! awesome performances and Super cool skills, to exciting games!

1.30PM  Martin The Warrior (Ep 10 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Adventures abound in the animated medieval world of Redwall Abby as the gentle forest animals prepare jubilees but become heroes to face villains, pirates and bravely ward off abductors.

**2.00**

Sangokuden Brave Battle Warriors (Eps 5 - 6 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)

It’s an age of turbulence. The tyrannical Prime Minister and leader of the Toutaku Troops, Toutaku Zaku had assassinated the Emperor. He also got the sacred seal, Gyokuji, within his possession, which he will use to rule Mirisha.

**3.00**

**oktOriginal:** Team Word (Eps 7 – 8 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)

Scramble, Fumble and Tumble your way in the newest word game show that not only tests your spelling abilities, but your speed, agility and teamwork skills as well! Each week, two teams pit against each other using big letter tiles in three different challenges.

**4.00**

**oktOriginal:** The Seekers (Eps 9 - 10 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)

Life for three kids is forever changed when one of them inherits a weathered treasure map that dates back to the Second World War. Could it point to the location of the legendary lost treasures of Yamashita’s Gold? They must combine their wits and perseverance in this race against time and evildoers.

**5.00**

Jane And The Dragon (Ep 12 / Cartoon / Schoolkids) (卡通片)

It’s a tough job for Jane to be a ten year old girl training to be a knight and prove herself to the King, parents and other knights! But she has help from a friend - a fire-breathing green dragon!

**5.30**

Kamen Rider OOO (Ep 24 / Cartoon / Schoolkids) (卡通片)

New season of Kamen Rider series.

**6.00**

Sandra The Fairytale Detective (Eps 25 - 26 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)

Sandra is a ten year old girl who turns detective when she travels to the Land of Once Upon a Time, a parallel world where classic fairytale characters live. What happens if someone steals Cinderella’s glass slipper?

**6.30**

Grossology (Ep 29 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)

Delivering adventure and comedy this show mixes crime-solving adventure, science facts and vile villains with Ty and Abby, secret agent Field Grossologists, who find no crime too gross!

**7.00**

Junior MasterChef Australia (Season 2 / Ep 19 / Schoolkids / Info-ed / R) (益智节目)

There’s a lot at stake for our Top 6 cheflings in the MasterChef Kitchen today. At the end of the day one of them will secure a coveted place in the Junior MasterChef finale and two of them will be going home.

**8.00**

Good Luck Charlie (Yr 1 / Ep 6 / Schoolkids / R)

Family sitcom following the comedic quandary of teenagers Teddy and PJ Duncan and their 10-year-old brother Gabe when they’re unexpectedly designated babysitters for the new baby in the house as their mom Amy returns to work as a late shift nurse.

**8.30**

Pair Of Kings (Yr 1 / Ep 15 / Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)

A live-action comedy series for kids and families about two fraternal twins who are living a typical teenage life in Chicago, but unbeknownst to them, are the successors to the throne of The Island of Kinkou.

---

**SUNDAY 15 DECEMBER 2013**

**9.00PM**

Sinbad: Pilot (Sr 1 / Ep 1 / Drama) (电视剧) (PG – Violence)

Sinbad finds himself at sea having fled his home - and had a curse put on him by his grandmother - in his hometown of Basra. Of course, it's not plain sailing and his
ship, Providence, soon stumbles across a storm which forces the unlikely band of travellers together.

10.00  FILMART: A Happy Man (Movie) (艺 术 影 院)
At 65, Pierre MARTIN, quantum physicist, inherits an inn in Canada. He leaves Paris with his daughter Catherine and ends up in the dead of winter in a remote region of Quebec. Away from Parisian life, Pierre sees an opportunity to pass on to his daughter the quality he values most: happiness.

12.00MN    Close
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**okto MONDAY 16 DECEMBER 2013**

9.00AM    Sesame Street (Season 41 / Ep 22 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Season 41 of Sesame Street continues its focus on science education as the series transitions from children “exploring” to “investigating” as they use the processes of scientific inquiry to solve problems and answer questions through observation and experimentation.

10.00    The Berenstain Bears (Ep 25 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Set in the rolling hills of Bear Country, this animated comedy stars a fun loving family of honey Bears whose love, loyalty and humor allow them to overcome any obstacle that finds its way down to their sunny dirt road.

10.30    Horrid Henry (Sr 2 / Eps 29 – 30 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Adapted from the international best selling books, Horrid Henry is the iconic anti-hero who does the most fabulously naughty things most children only dream of.

11.00    DECEMBER SCHOOL HOLS SPECIAL 2013: Mr Men & Little Miss (Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Based on the world’s famous children’s books by Roger Hargreaves, this delightful and evergreen series welcomes young viewers into the world of Mr Tickle, Mr Bump, Mr Happy, Miss Sunshine and many more...

11.30    DECEMBER SCHOOL HOLS SPECIAL 2013: Baby Looney Tunes 1 (Ep 6 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Catch your favorite Bugs, Daffy, Sylvester, Tweety and the gang as tiny toddlers, filled with wide-eyed innocence and unparalleled curiosity! Baby Looney Tunes introduces the world’s most beloved cartoon characters as precocious preschoolers, discovering the world one baby-step at a time!

12.00NN    Mike The Knight (Sr 1 / Eps 15 – 16 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Mike the Knight is an energetic young knight-in-training, driven by his passion to help others and, along the way, be the best knight he can be. With his father, the King away exploring faraway lands, Queen Martha has put Mike in charge of helping her protect the Kingdom of Glendragon.

12.30PM    Hi-5 House (Season 14 / Ep 24 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Hi-5 Season 14 returns with an all new cast and set!

1.00    The Berenstain Bears (Ep 25 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Set in the rolling hills of Bear Country, this animated comedy stars a fun loving family of honey Bears whose love, loyalty and humor allow them to overcome any obstacle that finds its way down to their sunny dirt road.
1.30 Special Agent Oso (Yr 2 / Ep 21 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Oso is a fuzzy, lovable, bumbling special agent-in-training who enlists the help of viewers at home to complete his missions.

2.00 Rupert Bear (Eps 41 – 42 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
In "Rupert Bear", the magic and fun takes place in wonderful woodland world of Nutwood where the loveable and exuberant young Rupert Bear invites his friends, including the audience, to follow him on an adventure - where anything can happen!

okto MONDAY 16 DECEMBER 2013

2.30PM SamSam (Sr 2 / Ep 7 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
SamSam is a fun 3D animation series produced in HDTV. It is based on the popular comic book published by Bayard Jeunesse and published in magazines worldwide.

3.00 oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 2 / Ep 13 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Einstein returns with more innovative and creative art ideas. In this series, Einstein continues to work frantically & fulfill orders for a range of artistic activities. There will be new characters and more bizarre ideas.

3.30 oktOriginal: Watch Eat (Sr 1 / Ep 2 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Watch Eat! is an upbeat, energetic cooking show targeted at children between 7-12. It consists of 3 segments which teaches our local kids the values of nutrition through the fun distractions of games and food play.

4.00 oktOriginal: Kids Rock (Ep 11 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
This info-ed-drama programme is an entertaining yet informative children’s programme which will inspire viewers with the message: children are extraordinary and they can achieve bigger things.

4.30 oktOriginal: Groom My Room (Sr 4 / Ep 8 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
In Groom My Room, catch kids as they take charge and make their dream bedrooms a reality! Each week, one lucky kid gets to transform their room from bland to grand! Kids will have to come up with their room designs, ship, decorate and lead their room groomers to finish the makeover on time and on budget!

5.00 Scan 2 Go (Ep 12 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Exciting racing car series! This series shows the epic space adventure of young men and women. Through these adventures they bond in great friendships and grow to discover new things.

5.30 The New Adventures Of Peter Pan (Ep 5 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
When Wendy Darling and her brothers John and Michael are whisked away to Neverland by the strange and cheeky Peter Pan, Wendy can’t believe their childhood stories are coming true! Next thing they know, the gang are confronting the terrible Captain Hook....

6.00 oktOriginal: Twinadoes (Ep 3 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
Adam fails at math and has to give up his football boots. He has to find a way to do better in his next test. Lewis appeals to Christel, the math whizz to help amidst the twins latest plan to get out of Gombak Primary. The Twin agree when some creative persuasion is deployed by Lewis.

6.30 okto @ The Movies: Babe (Babe, The Gallant Pig) (Movie / Schoolkids)
This splendidly entertaining family film was nominated for six Academy Awards, including best picture, director, and screenplay, and deservedly won the Oscar for its subtly ingenious visual effects. Babe is all about the title character, a hero.

8.30 Planet Cook (Sr 1 / Ep 23 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
An action-packed, cooking adventure show for children! Set on a tropical fantasy island, each episode sees Captain Cook and his quirky sous chef, a friendly and mischievous Yeti, guide three cool young Cook Cadets as they discover the wonders of the natural world and are driven.

**okto MONDAY 16 DECEMBER 2013**

9.00PM *ANIMAL NIGHT: Built For The Kill: Killer Whale* (Sr 5 / Ep 1 / Info-ed) (With Chinese Subtitles) (益智节目)
This programme shows how they work together to stun tiny herrings with sound, immobilize stingrays by flipping them upside down, and wash sleeping seals off ice floes. The killer whale has the speed, strength and sophisticated skills to attack the great white shark, the largest predatory fish on earth. It’s the ultimate showdown.

10.00 a-ok: *Four Rooms* (Sr 1 / Ep 4 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
A helmet from the Henry VIII period, a rare silver bottle, actor Alec Guinness’ hat, and three posters of Muhammad Ali’s iconic fights are among the collectibles featured in this episode.

11.00 a-ok: *Arts.21* (Ep 120 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
Arts. 21 revisits the art world's one-time bad boy, the late Christoph Schlingensief, and looks back at the year 1938 and the impact of the Nazis on cultural history. It also features a talented Chinese percussionist in Berlin.

11.30 a-ok: *Euromaxx* (Ep 120 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
Topics include trumpet maker Alexander Weimann, 19-year-old wildlife photographer Hermann Hirsch, and a Berlin website showcasing the homes of creative people.

12.00MN Close

**MediaCorp Pte Ltd**
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**okto TUESDAY 17 DECEMBER 2013**

9.00AM *Sesame Street* (Season 41 / Ep 23 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Season 41 of Sesame Street continues its focus on science education as the series transitions from children “exploring” to “investigating” as they use the processes of scientific inquiry to solve problems and answer questions through observation and experimentation.

10.00 The Berenstain Bears (Ep 26 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Set in the rolling hills of Bear Country, this animated comedy stars a fun loving family of honey Bears whose love, loyalty and humor allow them to overcome any obstacle that finds its way down to their sunny dirt road.

10.30 Helrid Henry (Sr 2 / Eps 31 – 32 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Adapted from the international best selling books, Horrid Henry is the iconic anti-hero who does the most fabulously naughty things most children only dream of.

11.00 DECEMBER SCHOOL HOLS SPECIAL 2013: *Mr Men & Little Miss* (Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Based on the world's famous children's books by Roger Hargreaves, this delightful and evergreen series welcomes young viewers into the world of Mr Tickle, Mr Bump, Mr Happy, Miss Sunshine and many more...

11.30 **DECEMBER SCHOOL HOLS SPECIAL 2013:** Baby Looney Tunes 1 (Ep 7 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Catch your favorite Bugs, Daffy, Sylvester, Tweety and the gang as tiny toddlers, filled with wide-eyed innocence and unparalleled curiosity! Baby Looney Tunes introduces the world's most beloved cartoon characters as precocious preschoolers, discovering the world one baby-step at a time!

12.00NN **Mike The Knight** (Sr 1 / Eps 17 - 18 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Mike the Knight is an energetic young knight-in-training, driven by his passion to help others and, along the way, be the best knight he can be. With his father, the King away exploring faraway lands, Queen Martha has put Mike in charge of helping her protect the Kingdom of Glendragon.

12.30PM **Hi-5 House** (Season 14 / Ep 25 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Hi-5 Season 14 returns with an all new cast and set!

1.00 **The Berenstain Bears** (Ep 26 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Set in the rolling hills of Bear Country, this animated comedy stars a fun loving family of honey Bears whose love, loyalty and humor allow them to overcome any obstacle that finds its way down to their sunny dirt road.

1.30 **Special Agent Oso** (Yr 2 / Ep 22 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Oso is a fuzzy, lovable, bumbling special agent-in-training who enlists the help of viewers at home to complete his missions.

2.00 **Rupert Bear** (Eps 43 – 44 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
In "Rupert Bear", the magic and fun takes place in wonderful woodland world of Nutwood where the loveable and exuberant young Rupert Bear invites his friends, including the audience, to follow him on an adventure - where anything can happen!

**okto TUESDAY 17 DECEMBER 2013**

2.30PM **SamSam** (Sr 2 / Ep 8 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
SamSam is a fun 3D animation series produced in HDTV. It is based on the popular comic book published by Bayard Jeunesse and published in magazines worldwide.

3.00 **oktOriginal:** Art Factory (Sr 3 / Ep 1 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Einstein’s Art Factory has had a total makeover for the third series of this popular children’s series. Gone is the old coffee-shop environment, and in its place, a bright, colourful, and stimulating workshop for a full range of creative activities.

3.30 **oktOriginal:** Watch Eat (Sr 1 / Ep 3 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Watch Eat! is an upbeat, energetic cooking show targeted at children between 7-12. It consists of 3 segments which teaches our local kids the values of nutrition through the fun distractions of games and food play.

4.00 **oktOriginal:** Kids Rock (Ep 12 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
This info-ed-drama programme is an entertaining yet informative children’s programme which will inspire viewers with the message: children are extraordinary and they can achieve bigger things.

4.30 **oktOriginal:** Groom My School (Ep 1 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
Each week, one lucky school will have the chance to makeover a part of their school with our expert groomers and guest interior designer.

5.00  Scan 2 Go (Ep 13 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Exciting racing car series! This series shows the epic space adventure of young men and women. Through these adventures they bond in great friendships and grow to discover new things.

5.30  The New Adventures Of Peter Pan (Ep 6 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
When Wendy Darling and her brothers John and Michael are whisked away to Neverland by the strange and cheeky Peter Pan, Wendy can’t believe their childhood stories are coming true! Next thing they know, the gang are confronting the terrible Captain Hook....

6.00  oktOriginal: Can You Make Sense Of This? (Ep 4 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids) (益智节目)
A game show that puts all our senses to the ultimate test. The challenge continues as two teams slug it out over obstacles and puzzles using their eyes, ears, nose, mouth and a very ticklish body part, for a final spot in the Grand Finals.

6.30  The Amazing World Of Gumball (Season 2 / Ep 4 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
The continuing incredible adventures of Gumball, Anais and Darwin!

7.00  Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (Season 1 / Ep 13 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Leonardo, tired of Raphael's constant criticism, lets his brother try his hand at leadership for a while. Meanwhile, Leonardo meets a beautiful and dangerous female ninja who tries to lure Leonardo to the dark side.

okto TUESDAY 17 DECEMBER 2013

7.30PM  Max Steel (Sr 1 / Ep 2 / Schoolkids) (卡通片)
When a mysterious villain attempts to hunt down Max Steel, Max's skills are put to the test.

8.00  Wizards Vs Aliens (Sr 2 / Ep 11 / Schoolkids)
On the advent of an eclipse, the Nekross activate their magnificent master plan - to control the moon's orbit and bring everlasting night to Earth!

8.30  Pyramid Kids (Australia) (Season 5 / Ep 23 / Schoolkids / Info-ed) (益智节目)
PYRAMID is a fun, fast-paced game show that sees two teams go head to head in a competition to describe a series of simple objects, places or things without actually using the objects' names!

okto TUESDAY 17 DECEMBER 2013

9.00PM  DOCUMENTARY: Food Factory 2 (Eps 13 - 14 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
This episode shows how the makers of madras sambar, an ancient Indian vegetable stew, manage to fit an entire aromatic meal into a small can. And it also shows how bright colored Candy Tree lollipops get their sweet and sour flavor.

10.00  a-ok: My Roots (Sr 2 / Ep 1 / Local Info-ed) (益智节目)
My Roots returns with six more well-known Singaporeans on their quest to trace their ancestry. Piecing together jigsaw parts of their past, rare information is unearthed. This week, mountaineer Khoo Swee Chiow embarks on his journey.

10.30  a-ok: KNOCKOUT: CARNIVAL (Sr 6 / Ep 38 / Local Info-ed) (益智节目)
This week, get the lowdown on video installation, the best school events, literary arts trivia, breathtaking trapeze acts and a fiery Constructed Photography challenge. Go stir crazy, on KNOCKOUT: CARNIVAL!

11.00
a-ok: Ade In Britain (Sr 2 / Ep 5 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
Adrian Edmondson travels to Berkshire, where he takes part in Hungerford's ancient Hocktide celebrations, mucks around with some pigs and tries his luck at the delicate art of fly-fishing. He then cooks up a much-loved regional pudding for a local silver band.

12.00MN
Close
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okto WEDNESDAY 18 DECEMBER 2013

9.00AM
Sesame Street (Season 41 / Ep 24 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Season 41 of Sesame Street continues its focus on science education as the series transitions from children “exploring” to “investigating” as they use the processes of scientific inquiry to solve problems and answer questions through observation and experimentation.

10.00
The Berenstain Bears (Ep 27 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Set in the rolling hills of Bear Country, this animated comedy stars a fun loving family of honey Bears whose love, loyalty and humor allow them to overcome any obstacle that finds its way down to their sunny dirt road.

10.30
Horrid Henry (Sr 2 / Eps 33 – 34 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Adapted from the international best selling books, Horrid Henry is the iconic anti-hero who does the most fabulously naughty things most children only dream of.

11.00
DECEMBER SCHOOL HOLS SPECIAL 2013: Mr Men & Little Miss (Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Based on the world's famous children's books by Roger Hargreaves, this delightful and evergreen series welcomes young viewers into the world of Mr Tickle, Mr Bump, Mr Happy, Miss Sunshine and many more...

11.30
DECEMBER SCHOOL HOLS SPECIAL 2013: Baby Looney Tunes 1 (Ep 8 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Catch your favorite Bugs, Daffy, Sylvester, Tweety and the gang as tiny toddlers, filled with wide-eyed innocence and unparalleled curiosity! Baby Looney Tunes introduces the world's most beloved cartoon characters as precocious preschoolers, discovering the world one baby-step at a time!

12.00NN
Mike The Knight (Eps 19 - 20 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Mike the Knight is an energetic young knight-in-training, driven by his passion to help others and, along the way, be the best knight he can be. With his father, the King away exploring faraway lands, Queen Martha has put Mike in charge of helping her protect the Kingdom of Glendragon.

12.30PM
Hi-5 House (Season 14 / Ep 1 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Hi-5 Season 14 returns with an all new cast and set!

1.00
The Berenstain Bears (Ep 27 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Set in the rolling hills of Bear Country, this animated comedy stars a fun loving family of honey Bears whose love, loyalty and humor allow them to overcome any obstacle that finds its way down to their sunny dirt road.

1.30  Special Agent Oso (Yr 2 / Ep 23 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Oso is a fuzzy, lovable, bumbling special agent-in-training who enlists the help of viewers at home to complete his missions.

2.00  Rupert Bear (Eps 45 – 46 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
In "Rupert Bear", the magic and fun takes place in wonderful woodland world of Nutwood where the loveable and exuberant young Rupert Bear invites his friends, including the audience, to follow him on an adventure - where anything can happen!

okto  WEDNESDAY 18 DECEMBER 2013

2.30PM  SamSam (Sr 2 / Ep 9 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
SamSam is a fun 3D animation series produced in HDTV. It is based on the popular comic book published by Bayard Jeunesse and published in magazines worldwide.

3.00  oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 3 / Ep 2 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Einstein’s Art Factory has had a total makeover for the third series of this popular children’s series. Gone is the old coffee-shop environment, and in its place, a bright, colourful, and stimulating workshop for a full range of creative activities.

3.30  oktOriginal: Watch Eat (Sr 1 / Ep 4 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Watch Eat! is an upbeat, energetic cooking show targeted at children between 7-12. It consists of 3 segments which teaches our local kids the values of nutrition through the fun distractions of games and food play.

4.00  oktOriginal: Kids Rock (Ep 13 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
This info-ed-drama programme is an entertaining yet informative children’s programme which will inspire viewers with the message: children are extraordinary and they can achieve bigger things.

4.30  oktOriginal: Groom My School (Ep 2 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
Each week, one lucky school will have the chance to makeover a part of their school with our expert groomers and guest interior designer.

5.00  Scan 2 Go (Ep 14 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Exciting racing car series! This series shows the epic space adventure of young men and women. Through these adventures they bond in great friendships and grow to discover new things.

5.30  The New Adventures Of Peter Pan (Ep 7 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
When Wendy Darling and her brothers John and Michael are whisked away to Neverland by the strange and cheeky Peter Pan, Wendy can’t believe their childhood stories are coming true! Next thing they know, the gang are confronting the terrible Captain Hook....

6.00  oktOriginal: oktoLIVE! (Sr 6 / Ep 10 / Local Schoolkids / Info-ed) (益智节目)
3G Games, and a host of segments like ok-to-perform, ok-to-check it out, ok-to-learn, ok-to-play. Each segment introduces kids to all things cool that kids need and want! awesome performances and Super cool skills, to exciting games!

6.30  The Amazing World Of Gumball (Season 2 / Ep 5 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
The continuing incredible adventures of Gumball, Anais and Darwin!

7.00  Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (Season 1 / Ep 14 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
The Turtles must face off against a new enemy, The Rat King, who threatens not only to take control of the city, but Splinter's mind as well.

7.30 Max Steel (Sr 1 / Ep 3 / Schoolkids) (卡通片)
When Dredd threatens to destroy all of Copper Canyon it's up to Max Steel to save the day.

8.00 Wizards Vs Aliens (Sr 2 / Ep 12 / Schoolkids)
The Nekross plunge Tom's world into a total eclipse, and make their demands to wizardkind – surrender, or the entire human race will suffer!

8.30 Dick 'n' Dom Go Wild! (Sr 1 / Ep 9 / Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Go Wild boys, Dick and Dom, challenge volunteers to help fix wounded and poorly pets in the United Kingdom's busiest vets and wildlife rescue centres.

okto WEDNESDAY 18 DECEMBER 2013

9.00PM ANIMAL NIGHT: Untamed China With Nigel Marven (Ep 5 / Info-ed)
(With Chinese Subtitles) (益智节目)
Nigel Marven travels across the vast grasslands of Inner Mongolia in search of the elegant and spectacular Demoiselle Crane. During the journey, he encounters Mongolia's deadliest snake and attends the traditional mid-summer Naadam Festival where wrestling and horse-racing are held.

10.00 a-ok: History From The Hill (Sr 2 / Ep 3 / Local Info-ed) (益智节目)
There are gravestones on the Fort Canning Hill today that bear the names of the pioneers of Singapore. George Drumgoole Coleman, Aristakes Sarkies and Jose D'Almeida. Who were they and what did they do when they were here?

10.30 a-ok: Making It Abroad (Ep 3 / Info-ed / 2nd Telecast) (益智节目)
Making It Abroad is a 5 part series about Singaporean artistes in the fields of Classical Music, Popular Music, Dance, Fashion Design and Art Photography, who have successful careers overseas. Their works are admired and appreciated by audiences at home as well as abroad.

11.00 a-ok: America's Lost Treasures: New Orleans (Sr 1 / Ep 3 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
Curt Doussett visits a historic jazz club in New Orleans to learn the full story behind a 1920s clarinet that may have belonged to jazz legend Omer Simeon. Meanwhile, Kinga Philipps investigates a 19th-century steamboat captain's chair.

12.00MN Close
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okto THURSDAY 19 DECEMBER 2013

9.00AM Sesame Street (Season 41 / Ep 25 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Season 41 of Sesame Street continues its focus on science education as the series transitions from children "exploring" to "investigating" as they use the processes of scientific inquiry to solve problems and answer questions through observation and experimentation.

10.00 The Berenstain Bears (Ep 28 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Set in the rolling hills of Bear Country, this animated comedy stars a fun loving family of honey Bears whose love, loyalty and humor allow them to overcome any obstacle that finds its way down to their sunny dirt road.

10.30 Horrid Henry (Sr 2 / Eps 35 – 36 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Adapted from the international best selling books, Horrid Henry is the iconic anti-hero who does the most fabulously naughty things most children only dream of.

11.00 DECEMBER SCHOOL HOLS SPECIAL 2013: Mr Men & Little Miss (Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Based on the world's famous children's books by Roger Hargreaves, this delightful and evergreen series welcomes young viewers into the world of Mr Tickle, Mr Bump, Mr Happy, Miss Sunshine and many more...

11.30 DECEMBER SCHOOL HOLS SPECIAL 2013: Baby Looney Tunes 1 (Ep 9 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Catch your favorite Bugs, Daffy, Sylvester, Tweety and the gang as tiny toddlers, filled with wide-eyed innocence and unparalleled curiosity! Baby Looney Tunes introduces the world's most beloved cartoon characters as precocious preschoolers, discovering the world one baby-step at a time!

12.00NN Mike The Knight (Sr 1 / Eps 21 - 22 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Mike the Knight is an energetic young knight-in-training, driven by his passion to help others and, along the way, be the best knight he can be. With his father, the King away exploring faraway lands, Queen Martha has put Mike in charge of helping her protect the Kingdom of Glendragon.

12.30PM Hi-5 House (Season 14 / Ep 2 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Hi-5 Season 14 returns with an all new cast and set!

1.00 The Berenstain Bears (Ep 28 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Set in the rolling hills of Bear Country, this animated comedy stars a fun loving family of honey Bears whose love, loyalty and humor allow them to overcome any obstacle that finds its way down to their sunny dirt road.

1.30 Special Agent Oso (Yr 2 / Ep 24 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Oso is a fuzzy, lovable, bumbling special agent-in-training who enlists the help of viewers at home to complete his missions.

2.00 Rupert Bear (Eps 47 – 48 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
In "Rupert Bear", the magic and fun takes place in wonderful woodland world of Nutwood where the loveable and exuberant young Rupert Bear invites his friends, including the audience, to follow him on an adventure - where anything can happen!

okto THURSDAY 19 DECEMBER 2013

2.30PM SamSam (Sr 2 / Ep 10 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
SamSam is a fun 3D animation series produced in HDTV. It is based on the popular comic book published by Bayard Jeunesse and published in magazines worldwide.

3.00 oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 3 / Ep 3 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Einstein’s Art Factory has had a total makeover for the third series of this popular children’s series. Gone is the old coffee-shop environment, and in its place, a bright, colourful, and stimulating workshop for a full range of creative activities.

3.30 oktOriginal: Watch Eat (Sr 1 / Ep 5 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Watch Eat! is an upbeat, energetic cooking show targeted at children between 7-12. It consists of 3 segments which teaches our local kids the values of nutrition through the fun distractions of games and food play.

4.00  **oktOriginal**: Sports On! (Ep 1 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
This drama is about two brothers overcoming their sibling rivalry with the help of their friends and through the spirit of sports.

4.30  **oktOriginal**: Groom My School (Ep 3 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
Each week, one lucky school will have the chance to makeover a part of their school with our expert groomers and guest interior designer.

5.00  Scan 2 Go (Ep 15 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Exciting racing car series! This series shows the epic space adventure of young men and women. Through these adventures they bond in great friendships and grow to discover new things.

5.30  The New Adventures Of Peter Pan (Ep 8 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
When Wendy Darling and her brothers John and Michael are whisked away to Neverland by the strange and cheeky Peter Pan, Wendy can’t believe their childhood stories are coming true! Next thing they know, the gang are confronting the terrible Captain Hook....

6.00  LEGO Friends 2013 (Ep 2 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)

6.30  GON (Eps 17 – 18 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Hilarious cartoon series starring GON the dinosaur and his friends. GON may be small but do not be fooled by his small physique - his power, speed, attitude and small brain are a force to be reckoned with!

7.00  Slugterra (Ep 27 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Armed with his powerful new weapon the Gatling Blaster, Blakk's unstoppable battle train threatens to run roughshod over all of Slugterra unless Eli can master his new Double Barrel Blaster and come up with a powerful fusion move in time to stop it.

7.30  Ben 10: Omniverse (Ep 28 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Dr. Psychobos and Princess Attea have invaded Rook’s home planet Revonnah with an army of Incurseans!

**okto THURSDAY 19 DECEMBER 2013**

8.00PM  **oktOriginal**: Twinadoes (Ep 3 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
Adam fails at math and has to give up his football boots. He has to find a way to do better in his next test. Lewis appeals to Christel, the math whizz to help amidst the twins latest plan to get out of Gombak Primary. The Twin agree when some creative persuasion is deployed by Lewis.

8.30  **oktOriginal**: Can You Make Sense Of This? (Ep 4 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
A game show that puts all our senses to the ultimate test. The challenge continues as two teams slug it out over obstacles and puzzles using their eyes, ears, nose, mouth and a very ticklish body part, for a final spot in the Grand Finals.

**okto THURSDAY 19 DECEMBER 2013**
9.00PM DOCUMENTARY: Seconds From Disaster: Bismarck (Sr 5 / Ep 1 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
On May 27, 1941, elements of the British Royal Navy sank the German battleship Bismarck after several engagements over the previous days. This famous sea battle of World War II is re-enacted in this programme which also reveals a series of miscalculations by Germany that sealed the fate of the Bismarck.

10.00 a-ok: Tribe (Bruce Parry) (Sr 1 / Ep 3 / Info-ed / 2nd Telecast) (益智节目) (PG)
Explorer Bruce Parry travels to West Papua to meet a tribe who are hunter-gatherers living in tree-houses.

11.00 a-ok: Mankind: The Story Of All Of Us (Ep 10 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
Two great revolutions entwine. The American Revolution inspires dreams of political and personal liberty. The Industrial Revolution replaces muscle power with machines, freeing Mankind from nature’s limits. But our oldest foe – disease – thrives in industrial cities. With the American Civil War, the two revolutions collide.

12.00MN Close
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okto FRIDAY 20 DECEMBER 2013

9.00AM Sesame Street (Season 41 / Ep 26 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Season 41 of Sesame Street continues its focus on science education as the series transitions from children “exploring” to “investigating” as they use the processes of scientific inquiry to solve problems and answer questions through observation and experimentation.

10.00 The Berenstain Bears (Ep 29 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Set in the rolling hills of Bear Country, this animated comedy stars a fun loving family of honey Bears whose love, loyalty and humor allow them to overcome any obstacle that finds its way down to their sunny dirt road.

10.30 Horrid Henry (Sr 2 / Eps 37 – 38 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Adapted from the international best selling books, Horrid Henry is the iconic anti-hero who does the most fabulously naughty things most children only dream of.

11.00 DECEMBER SCHOOL HOLS SPECIAL 2013: Mr Men & Little Miss (Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Based on the world’s famous children’s books by Roger Hargreaves, this delightful and evergreen series welcomes young viewers into the world of Mr Tickle, Mr Bump, Mr Happy, Miss Sunshine and many more...

11.30 DECEMBER SCHOOL HOLS SPECIAL 2013: Baby Looney Tunes 1 (Ep 10 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Catch your favorite Bugs, Daffy, Sylvester, Tweety and the gang as tiny toddlers, filled with wide-eyed innocence and unparalleled curiosity! Baby Looney Tunes introduces the world’s most beloved cartoon characters as precocious preschoolers, discovering the world one baby-step at a time!
12.00NN  Mike The Knight (Eps 23 - 24 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Mike the Knight is an energetic young knight-in-training, driven by his passion to help others and, along the way, be the best knight he can be. With his father, the King away exploring faraway lands, Queen Martha has put Mike in charge of helping her protect the Kingdom of Glendragon.

12.30PM  Hi-5 House (Season 14 / Ep 3 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Hi-5 Season 14 returns with an all new cast and set!

1.00  The Berenstain Bears (Ep 29 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Set in the rolling hills of Bear Country, this animated comedy stars a fun loving family of honey Bears whose love, loyalty and humor allow them to overcome any obstacle that finds its way down to their sunny dirt road.

1.30  Special Agent Oso (Yr 2 / Ep 25 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Oso is a fuzzy, lovable, bumbling special agent-in-training who enlists the help of viewers at home to complete his missions.

2.00  Rupert Bear (Eps 49 – 50 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
In "Rupert Bear", the magic and fun takes place in wonderful woodland world of Nutwood where the loveable and exuberant young Rupert Bear invites his friends, including the audience, to follow him on an adventure - where anything can happen!

okto  FRIDAY 20 DECEMBER 2013

2.30PM  SamSam (Sr 2 / Ep 11 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
SamSam is a fun 3D animation series produced in HDTV. It is based on the popular comic book published by Bayard Jeunesse and published in magazines worldwide.

3.00  oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 3 / Ep 4 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Einstein's Art Factory has had a total makeover for the third series of this popular children's series. Gone is the old coffee-shop environment, and in its place, a bright, colourful, and stimulating workshop for a full range of creative activities.

3.30  oktOriginal: Watch Eat (Sr 1 / Ep 6 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Watch Eat! is an upbeat, energetic cooking show targeted at children between 7-12. It consists of 3 segments which teaches our local kids the values of nutrition through the fun distractions of games and food play.

4.00  oktOriginal: Sports On! (Ep 2 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
This drama is about two brothers overcoming their sibling rivalry with the help of their friends and through the spirit of sports.

4.30  oktOriginal: Groom My School (Ep 4 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
Each week, one lucky school will have the chance to makeover a part of their school with our expert groomers and guest interior designer.

5.00  oktOriginal: The Mad Science Manual (Ep 15 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Science is mad…fun! Or at least it is when you know how. A series of sixteen episodes that inspire homemade scientific experiments that send the imagination racing, all the while encouraging kids - and the occasional adult - to ask 'WHY?'

5.30  The New Adventures Of Peter Pan (Ep 9 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
When Wendy Darling and her brothers John and Michael are whisked away to Neverland by the strange and cheeky Peter Pan, Wendy can’t believe their childhood stories are coming true! Next thing they know, the gang are confronting the terrible Captain Hook....
This week, get the lowdown on video installation, the best school events, literary arts trivia, breathtaking trapeze acts and a fiery Constructed Photography challenge. Go stir crazy, on KNOCKOUT: CARNIVAL!

Hilarious cartoon series starring GON the dinosaur and his friends. GON may be small but do not be fooled by his small physique - his power, speed, attitude and small brain are a force to be reckoned with!

The Shane Gang find themselves competing in the Slugball Championship, a rough and tumble cross between hockey, slugslinging and rugby with deadly random obstacles thrown in for fun! Eli suspects the rival team is cheating, but he's going to have to prove it first... that is if he can survive the game!

Hilarious cartoon series starring GON the dinosaur and his friends. GON may be small but do not be fooled by his small physique - his power, speed, attitude and small brain are a force to be reckoned with!

The Incursean Armada, with the help of Dr. Psychobos, have invaded the Earth.

Dollhouse, a twisted villain who appears in a white porcelain doll mask turns ordinary people into “living dolls”. When Amanda is kidnapped by Dollhouse to be the perfect cheerleader in his doll collection, Owen and Mike infiltrate Dollhouse’s lair to free her, however they must risk not get stuck in his crazy world of live toys.

The Incursean Armada, with the help of Dr. Psychobos, have invaded the Earth.

Yellowstone National Park is one of the world’s greatest expanses of unspoiled nature and wildlife. It receives three million visitors each year, yet only a fraction sees this wonderland in winter. This documentary follows author and photographer Tom Murphy as he spends a winter in Yellowstone National Park.

Poirot's pursuit of an infamous art thief leads him to a snowbound hotel in the Swiss Alps, where he is met with a plethora of mysteries and the reappearance of a familiar face from the past.

Brain Juice is a roving Quiz Game Show that goes from school to school to settle once and for all who are the most well-rounded kids around.
7.30 **oktOriginal**: Brain Juice (Sr 2 / Ep 1 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
This season is all set to be to be sleeker, snappier and brainier than ever as it sets out to settle once and for all which school has the brainiest kids.

8.00 **oktOriginal**: The Private Bengs (Eps 7 - 8 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
A dysfunctional family of Private Investigators must work together all the while trying to maintain a normal, everyday family life. In the course of their adventures, each family member changes, bringing out the worst and best in each other and find themselves working together more than just a team but as a family.

9.00 My Little Pony: Friendship Is Magic (Season 1 / Ep 20 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
"Get your muzzle out of those books and make some friends!" That's what Princess Celestia tells Twilight Sparkle. She may be the smartest unicorn in Equestria but Twilight Sparkle gets an "incomplete" in friendship. There's more to life than magic.

9.30 Cartoons (Looney Tunes) (Ep 12 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Goofy! Silly! Wacky! Looney! The hilarious antics of Warner Bros,' classic animated characters are back again! Featuring beloved characters like Bugs Bunny, Daffy Duck, Sylvester and Tweety!

10.00 SpongeBob SquarePants (Ep 128 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Mr. Krabs tries to find enough food to feed Pearl as she goes through her growth spurt. After showering, SpongeBob gets stuck in his wringer.

10.30 LEGO Hero Facctory (Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
More intergalactic adventures with the Heroes of Hero Factory!

11.00 HERO 108 (Season 2 / Eps 45 – 46 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Hero 108 follows the outrageous adventures of a group of brave young defenders determined to end a conflict between animals and humans in The Hidden Kingdom. The group, known as First Squadron.

11.30 Dinofroz (Ep 1 / Debut / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Four childhood buddies find a way of accessing a parallel time dimension via a strange boardgame, where they find themselves as dinosaurs, in the middle of a never-ending war with dragons!

12.00NN **oktOriginal**: Twinadoes (Ep 4 / Local Drama / Schoolkids) (电视剧)
A girl from the twin’s old school sends them a link to a blog. To their dismay, the blog is Kay’s and it seems that she’s been worshipping them from afar! Completely embarrassed about being stalked by an uncool weirdo, they pretend to be her friend to convince Kay to take the blog down. Along the way, learn about sincerity.

**okto** SATURDAY 21 DECEMBER 2013

12.30PM **oktOriginal**: Can You Make Sense Of This? (Ep 4 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
A game show that puts all our senses to the ultimate test. The challenge continues as two teams slug it out over obstacles and puzzles using their eyes, ears, nose, mouth and a very ticklish body part, for a final spot in the Grand Finals.

1.00 Dragon Snooker (Eps 17 - 18 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Animated series based on real life Chinese snooker ace Ding Junhui’s life story.

2.00 Ben 10: Alien Force (Sr 3 / Eps 9 - 10 / Schoolkids / R)
Catch the exciting final season of Ben 10 Alien Force Sr 3!
3.00  **oktOriginal**: Brain Juice (Sr 1 / Ep 13 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
Brain Juice is a roving Quiz Game Show that goes from school to school to settle once and for all who are the most well-rounded kids around.

3.30  **oktOriginal**: Brain Juice (Sr 2 / Ep 1 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
This season is all set to be to be sleeker, snappier and brainier than ever as it sets out to settle once and for all which school has the brainiest kids.

4.00  **oktOriginal**: The Private Bengs (Eps 7 - 8 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
A dysfunctional family of Private Investigators must work together all the while trying to maintain a normal, everyday family life. In the course of their adventures, each family member changes, bringing out the worst and best in each other and find themselves working together more than just a team but as a family.

5.00  **oktOriginal**: Planet Cook (Sr 1 / Ep 17 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
An action-packed, cooking adventure show for children! Set on a tropical fantasy island, each episode sees Captain Cook and his quirky sous chef, a friendly and mischievous Yeti, guide three cool young Cook Cadets as they discover the wonders of the natural world and are driven.

5.30  **oktOriginal**: Kamen Rider OOO (Ep 25 / Cartoon / Schoolkids) (卡通片)
New season of Kamen Rider series.

6.00  **oktOriginal**: Sandra The Fairytale Detective (Eps 27 – 28 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Sandra is a ten year old girl who turns detective when she travels to the Land of Once Upon a Time, a parallel world where classic fairytale characters live. What happens if someone steals Cinderella’s glass slipper?

6.30  **oktOriginal**: Grossology (Ep 30 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Delivering adventure and comedy this show mixes crime-solving adventure, science facts and vile villains with Ty and Abby, secret agent Field Grossologists, who find no crime too gross!

**okto  SATURDAY 21 DECEMBER 2013**

7.00PM  **oktOriginal**: Power Rangers Samurai (Ep 9 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
The new Rangers, Jayden, Kevin, Mia, Emily and Mike, harness the mystical Samurai Symbols of Power to fight evil with the elements of Fire, Water, Sky, Forest and Earth. They are not alone in their struggle.

7.30  **oktOriginal**: Metal Fight Beyblade (Sr 2 / Ep 50 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Gingka and Masamune battle Faust at the Spiral Core of Hades City. Gingka and Masamune win, but Hades City is damaged and looks like it will crash into the ocean.

8.00  **oktOriginal**: Good Luck Charlie (Yr 1 / Ep 7 / Schoolkids / R)
Family sitcom following the comedic quandary of teenagers Teddy and PJ Duncan and their 10-year-old brother Gabe when they’re unexpectedly designated babysitters for the new baby in the house as their mom Amy returns to work as a late shift nurse.

8.30  **oktOriginal**: Pair Of Kings (Yr 1 / Ep 16 / Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
A live-action comedy series for kids and families about two fraternal twins who are living a typical teenage life in Chicago, but unbeknownst to them, are the successors to the throne of The Island of Kinkou.
okto  SATURDAY 21 DECEMBER 2013

9.00PM  oktoLIFE: Science Exposed: Secret World Of Fireworks (Info-ed) (益智节目)
This documentary pays a visit to America’s Zambelli Fireworks and reveals how the
century-old pyrotechnics company creates thousands of fireworks in a dazzling array of
colours, shapes and sizes.

10.00  CENTRESTAGE: Carols By Candlelight (Culture)
This exquisite concert of Christmas carols and seasonal classics is held at the Royal
Albert Hall in London. Soprano Anna Devin performs with the Mozart Festival Orchestra,
conducted by Steven Devine, and the Mozart Festival Choir.

12.05AM  Close
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okto SUNDAY 22 DECEMBER 2013

7.00AM  oktOriginal: Team Word (Eps 9 - 10 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
Scrumble, Fumble and Tumble your way in the newest word game show that not only tests
your spelling abilities, but your speed, agility and teamwork skills as well! Each week, two
teams pit against each other using big letter tiles in three different challenges.

8.00  oktOriginal: GX5 (Eps 1 - 2 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
In this fantasy-adventure series, 5 Kids from varied backgrounds stumbled on an email
invite to a brand new online game, and unwittingly find themselves drawn and trapped in it!

9.00  Marsupilami - Hoobah Hoobah Hop! (Ep 10 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Hector is spending a year studying nature in the Palombian jungle where he soon
becomes best buddies with the legendary Marsupilami and his family!

9.32  The Adventures Of Tintin (Ep 10 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
The original TinTin animated series featuring the classic adventures of the globetrotting
young journalist, TinTin, and his dog, Snowy.

10.00  Generator Rex (Ep 16 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
From the creators of Ben 10 comes Generator Rex, a series about a teen with
extraordinary powers.

10.30  Cardfight Vanguard (Sr 3 / Ep 11 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Exciting 3rd season of Cardfight Vanguard.

11.00  Digimon Fusion Battles (Ep 23 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Taiki's team comes to Shinobi Zone, the home of the Monitamons, but it's come under attack by
Bagra forces led by Musyamon, and its castle and princess have been captured. Musyamon
demands the Code Crown be handed over if they want the princess returned.
11.30  Jackie Chan Adventures (Season 3 / Ep 1 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Jackie and his young niece battle a criminal organization for control of 12 powerful magic talismans.

12.00NN  Robotboy (Season 1 / Eps 23 - 24 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Created by world-renowned scientist Professor Moshimo, Robotboy attracts the diabolical attention of supervillains intent on harnessing Robotboy's powers to enslave the world. So Moshimo sends Robotboy far away to live with his number one fan, Tommy.

12.30PM  Matt's Monsters (Eps 23 - 24 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
When 8 year-old Matt Average gets home from school, he not only has homework to do but, more importantly, he has monsters to hunt, with the help of the Monster Agency: Bruce, his ever-optimistic dad; Ellen, his advertising genius of a mom; Dink, pet.

1.00  oktoOriginal: oktoLIVE! (Sr 6 / Ep 10 / Local Schoolkids / Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
3G Games, and a host of segments like ok-to-perform, ok-to-check it out, ok-to-learn, ok-to-play. Each segment introduces kids to all things cool that kids need and want! awesome performances and Super cool skills, to exciting games!

okto SUNDAY 22 DECEMBER 2013

1.30PM  Martin The Warrior (Ep 11 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Adventures abound in the animated medieval world of Redwall Abby as the gentle forest animals prepare jubilees but become heroes to face villains, pirates and bravely ward off abductors.

2.00  Sangokuden Brave Battle Warriors (Eps 7 - 8 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
It’s an age of turbulence. The tyrannical Prime Minister and leader of the Toutaku Troops, Toutaku Zaku had assassinated the Emperor. He also got the sacred seal, Gyokuji, within his possession, which he will use to rule Mirisha.

3.00  oktOriginal: Team Word (Eps 9 – 10 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
Scrumble, Fumble and Tumble your way in the newest word game show that not only tests your spelling abilities, but your speed, agility and teamwork skills as well! Each week, two teams pit against each other using big letter tiles in three different challenges.

4.00  oktOriginal: GX5 (Eps 1 - 2 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
In this fantasy-adventure series, 5 Kids from varied backgrounds stumbled on an email invite to a brand new online game, and unwittingly find themselves drawn and trapped in it!

5.00  Jane And The Dragon (Ep 13 / Cartoon / Schoolkids) (卡通片)
It's a tough job for Jane to be a ten year old girl training to be a knight and prove herself to the King, parents and other knights! But she has help from a friend - a fire-breathing green dragon!

5.30  Kamen Rider OOO (Ep 26 / Cartoon / Schoolkids) (卡通片)
New season of Kamen Rider series.

6.00  Sandra The Fairytale Detective (Eps 29 - 30 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Sandra is a ten year old girl who turns detective when she travels to the Land of Once Upon a Time, a parallel world where classic fairytale characters live. What happens if someone steals Cinderella's glass slipper?

6.30  Grossology (Ep 31 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Delivering adventure and comedy this show mixes crime-solving adventure, science facts and vile villains with Ty and Abby, secret agent Field Grossologists, who find no crime too gross!

7.00  Junior MasterChef Australia (Season 2 / Ep 20 / Schoolkids / Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Tonight it’s the Junior Masterchef Semi-finals and the pressure is on. With just one spot left in this year’s Grand Finale up for grabs, three of Australia’s top young chefs will do battle under the stunning Opera House sails on Sydney’s famous harbour.

8.00  Good Luck Charlie (Yr 1 / Ep 8 / Schoolkids / R)  Family sitcom following the comedic quandary of teenagers Teddy and PJ Duncan and their 10-year-old brother Gabe when they’re unexpectedly designated babysitters for the new baby in the house as their mom Amy returns to work as a late shift nurse.

8.30  Pair Of Kings (Yr 1 / Ep 17 / Drama / Schoolkids / R)  (电视剧)  A live-action comedy series for kids and families about two fraternal twins who are living a typical teenage life in Chicago, but unbeknownst to them, are the successors to the throne of The Island of Kinkou.

okto SUNDAY 22 DECEMBER 2013

9.00PM  Sinbad (Sr 1 / Ep 2 / Drama)  (电视剧)  (PG)  The crew are captured by Water-Thieves, a feral tribe. Sinbad tries to seduce their fierce leader Razia to save himself, but despite satisfying her, he learns she will kill him that night. Sinbad escapes with the help of Razia’s chained Roc, a giant mythical bird, and creates a diversion allowing his friends to escape.

10.00  FILMART: Last Holiday (Movie)  (艺术影院)  (PG)  Last Holiday is an American comedy film starring Queen Latifah and directed by Wayne Wang. Queen Latifah plays a humble store assistant, Georgia, who is told that she has a rare brain condition, and only a few weeks to live.

12.15AM  Close
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okto MONDAY 23 DECEMBER 2013

9.00AM  CHRISTMAS SPECIAL 2013: City Of Friends, Christmas Special (Preschool)  (幼儿乐园)  Christmas is coming and the City of Friends is a hive of activity. Everyone has their jobs to do…….

9.30  CHRISTMAS SPECIAL 2013: Santaprentice (Preschool)  (幼儿乐园)  Santa doesn’t want to retire, but rules are rules & he must train someone to replace him. The lucky winner must be named Nicholas, be an orphan & have a pure heart. A little boy with a lack of self-confidence and fear of heights is a perfect match.

10.30  Horrid Henry (Sr 2 / Eps 39 – 40 / Preschool)  (幼儿乐园)  Adapted from the international best selling books, Horrid Henry is the iconic anti-hero who does the most fabulously naughty things most children only dream of.

11.00  CHRISTMAS SPECIAL 2013: Angelina Ballerina: Xmas Special (Preschool)  (幼儿乐园)  Angelina loses out on the chance to play the lead in her school’s Christmas production. She selfishly quits the play when given a secondary part, but after an accident she learns her lesson and selflessly commits herself.

12.00NN  Mike The Knight (Sr 1 / Eps 25 - 26 / Preschool)  (幼儿乐园)
Mike the Knight is an energetic young knight-in-training, driven by his passion to help others and, along the way, be the best knight he can be. With his father, the King away exploring faraway lands, Queen Martha has put Mike in charge of helping her protect the Kingdom of Glendragon.

12.30PM LazyTown (Season 1 / Ep 27 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
In LazyTown, Stephanie and Sportacus are always trying to help the kids to live active lifestyles, while thwarting the schemes of the world’s laziest super-villain, Robbie Rotten! A funny, fresh show.

1.00 The Berenstain Bears (Ep 30 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Set in the rolling hills of Bear Country, this animated comedy stars a fun loving family of honey Bears whose love, loyalty and humor allow them to overcome any obstacle that finds its way down to their sunny dirt road.

1.30 Special Agent Oso (Yr 2 / Ep 26 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Oso is a fuzzy, lovable, bumbling special agent-in-training who enlists the help of viewers at home to complete his missions.

2.00 Rupert Bear (Eps 51 – 52 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
In “Rupert Bear”, the magic and fun takes place in wonderful woodland world of Nutwood where the loveable and exuberant young Rupert Bear invites his friends, including the audience, to follow him on an adventure - where anything can happen!

okto MONDAY 23 DECEMBER 2013

2.30PM SamSam (Sr 2 / Ep 12 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
SamSam is a fun 3D animation series produced in HDTV. It is based on the popular comic book published by Bayard Jeunesse and published in magazines worldwide.

3.00 oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 3 / Ep 5 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Einstein’s Art Factory has had a total makeover for the third series of this popular children’s series. Gone is the old coffee-shop environment, and in its place, a bright, colourful, and stimulating workshop for a full range of creative activities.

3.30 oktOriginal: Watch Eat (Sr 1 / Ep 7 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Watch Eat! is an upbeat, energetic cooking show targeted at children between 7-12. It consists of 3 segments which teaches our local kids the values of nutrition through the fun distractions of games and food play.

4.00 oktOriginal: Sports On! (Ep 3 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
This drama is about two brothers overcoming their sibling rivalry with the help of their friends and through the spirit of sports.

4.30 oktOriginal: Groom My School (Ep 5 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
Each week, one lucky school will have the chance to makeover a part of their school with our expert groomers and guest interior designer.

5.00 Scan 2 Go (Ep 16 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Exciting racing car series! This series shows the epic space adventure of young men and women. Through these adventures they bond in great friendships and grow to discover new things.

5.30 The New Adventures Of Peter Pan (Ep 10 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
This the season to celebrate with everyones favorite St. Bernard, Beethoven, in an all-new, heartwarming holiday adventure where the hilarious canine speaks for the first time! When Henry the elf flees the North Pole with Santas sleigh and his magical bag of toys, he crash-lands the precious cargo.

6.00  oktOriginal: Twinadoes (Ep 4 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
A girl from the twin’s old school sends them a link to a blog. To their dismay, the blog is Kay’s and it seems that she’s been worshipping them from afar! Completely embarrassed about being stalked by an uncool weirdo, they pretend to be her friend to convince Kay to take the blog down. Along the way, learn about sincerity.

6.30  okto @ The Movies: Beethoven's Christmas Adventure (Movie / Schoolkids)
This splendidly entertaining family film was nominated for six Academy Awards, including best picture, director, and screenplay, and deservedly won the Oscar for its subtly ingenious visual effects. Babe is all about the title character, a hero.

8.00  CHRISTMAS SPECIAL 2013: The Gruffalo (Schoolkids)
The Gruffalo tells the magical tale of a mouse who takes a walk though the woods in search of a nut. Encountering Fox, Owl and Snake who all wish to eat him, the plucky mouse announces that he is meeting a monster, the ‘Gruffalo’, and the animals are panicked into running away.

8.30  Planet Cook (Sr 1 / Ep 24 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
An action-packed, cooking adventure show for children! Set on a tropical fantasy island, each episode sees Captain Cook and his quirky sous chef, a friendly and mischievous Yeti, guide three cool young Cook Cadets as they discover the wonders of the natural world and are driven.

okto MONDAY 23 DECEMBER 2013

9.00PM  ANIMAL NIGHT: Built For The Kill: Killer Whale (Sr 5 / Ep 2 / Info-ed) (With Chinese Subtitles) (益智节目)
This episode follows the transformation of a helpless wolf pup into an accomplished predator. The wolf hones its hunting skills over about two years of intensive training and the lessons are hard. Only the strongest survives to become leader of the pack, facing off in an epic battle against the mountain lion - an animal nicknamed “the perfect predator.”

10.00  a-ok: Four Rooms (Sr 1 / Ep 5 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
The antiques and collectables featured in this episode include Lord Horatio Nelson’s will, a taxidermied seven-legged lamb, and a glass sculpture based on a malaria virus.

11.00  a-ok: Arts.21 (Ep 121 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
In this special edition about art and protest, Arts 21 tries to find out if arts and culture have the power to change the status quo.

11.30  a-ok: Euromaxx (Ep 121 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
Topics include alternate reality games, British band Keane’s latest album, and Austria’s Pitztal Valley ski resort.

12.00MN  Close
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okto TUESDAY 24 DECEMBER 2013

9.00AM  CHRISTMAS SPECIAL 2013: Caillou's Holiday Movie (Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
When winter comes to Caillou's house, this curious 4-year-old tackles all kinds of big boy activities like helping Daddy shovel snow, making holiday presents for his family, etc.

10.30 Horrid Henry (Sr 2 / Eps 41 – 42 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Adapted from the international best selling books, Horrid Henry is the iconic anti-hero who does the most fabulously naughty things most children only dream of.

11.00 CHRISTMAS SPECIAL 2013: Bob The Builder: A Christmas To Remember (Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Merry Christmas from Bob the Builder! Bob's can-do crew is busy decorating for the holidays and building a concert stage for rock starts Lennie and the Lazers. And guess who's coming home for Christmas! Bob's twin brother, Tom.

12.00NN Mike The Knight (Sr 1 / Eps 27 - 28 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Mike the Knight is an energetic young knight-in-training, driven by his passion to help others and, along the way, be the best knight he can be. With his father, the King away exploring faraway lands, Queen Martha has put Mike in charge of helping her protect the Kingdom of Glendragon.

12.30PM LazyTown (Season 1 / Ep 28 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
In LazyTown, Stephanie and Sportacus are always trying to helps the kids to live active lifestyles, while thwarting the schemes of the world's laziest super-villain, Robbie Rotten! A funny, fresh show.

1.00 The Berenstain Bears (Ep 31 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Set in the rolling hills of Bear Country, this animated comedy stars a fun loving family of honey Bears whose love, loyalty and humor allow them to overcome any obstacle that finds its way down to their sunny dirt road.

1.30 Special Agent Oso (Yr 2 / Ep 27 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Oso is a fuzzy, lovable, bumbling special agent-in-training who enlists the help of viewers at home to complete his missions.

2.00 Rupert Bear (Eps 1 – 2 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
In "Rupert Bear", the magic and fun takes place in wonderful woodland world of Nutwood where the loveable and exuberant young Rupert Bear invites his friends, including the audience, to follow him on an adventure - where anything can happen!

2.30 SamSam (Sr 2 / Ep 13 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
SamSam is a fun 3D animation series produced in HDTV. It is based on the popular comic book published by Bayard Jeunesse and published in magazines worldwide.

3.00 oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 3 / Ep 6 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Einstein’s Art Factory has had a total makeover for the third series of this popular children’s series. Gone is the old coffee-shop environment, and in its place, a bright, colourful, and stimulating workshop for a full range of creative activities.

okto TUESDAY 24 DECEMBER 2013

3.30PM oktOriginal: Watch Eat (Sr 1 / Ep 8 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Watch Eat! is an upbeat, energetic cooking show targeted at children between 7-12. It consists of 3 segments which teaches our local kids the values of nutrition through the fun distractions of games and food play.
4.00  **oktOriginal**: Sports On! (Ep 4 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
This drama is about two brothers overcoming their sibling rivalry with the help of their friends and through the spirit of sports.

4.30  **CHRISTMAS SPECIAL 2013**: Good Luck Charlie, It's Christmas! (Movie / Schoolkids)
The adventure begins when the Duncans, who are en route to Palm Springs to celebrate the holidays with Amy's parents, are separated after Teddy makes a snap decision to give up her seat on the flight for a free ticket.

6.00  **oktOriginal**: Can You Make Sense Of This? (Ep 5 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids) (益智节目)
A celebrities’ special for this week only. Will the twins from Twinadoes use their senses better than the boys from The School Bell Rings? Catch all the action and laughs in the only game show that puts all our 5 senses to the test.

6.30  **CHRISTMAS SPECIAL 2013**: Cinderella III: A Twist In Time (Movie / Schoolkids)
When her evil stepmother gets hold of the Fairy Godmothers magic wand and turns back the hands of time, Cinderella must try to find Prince Charming and break through the evil spell. Gus, Jaq and all your favorite characters return in an exciting and hilarious new take on the most celebrated films!

8.00  **CHRISTMAS SPECIAL 2013**: The Gruffalo's Child (Movie / Schoolkids)
Based on the best-selling children's book, The Gruffalo's Child, tells the tale of when the Gruffalo's child ignores her father's warnings and bravely tiptoes out into the woods in search of the Big Bad Mouse. She meets Snake, Owl and Fox but no sign of the fabled Mouse. He doesn't really exist....

8.30  **Pyramid Kids (Australia)** (Season 5 / Ep 24 / Schoolkids / Info-ed) (益智节目)
PYRAMID is a fun, fast-paced game show that sees two teams go head to head in a competition to describe a series of simple objects, places or things without actually using the objects' names!

**okto TUESDAY 24 DECEMBER 2013**

9.00PM  **CHRISTMAS SPECIAL 2013**: Crazy For Christmas (Info-ed) (益智节目)
From small towns to big cities across America, there are some Christmas enthusiasts whose passion for the holiday re-define Christmas spirit. Among them are a pastry chef who creates an exquisite candy-decorated Christmas tree, a Coast Guard captain who brings Christmas trees to many families who can't afford one of their own, and a man who celebrates Christmas 365 days a year.

10.00  **a-ok**: My Roots (Sr 2 / Ep 2 / Local Info-ed) (益智节目)
Eunice Olsen, former Miss Singapore Universe, ex-NMP and TV personality, believes that family plays a big part in shaping her identity. She embarks on a journey to Sweden, hoping to find any remaining traces of her great great grandfather.

10.30  **a-ok**: KNOCKOUT: CARNIVAL (Sr 6 / Ep 39 / Local Info-ed) (益智节目)
This week, come alive with 2D animation, pit your skills in arts myths, get juiced up for arts trivia, catch some suspenseful trapeze treats and get loud and proud for the Street Percussion challenge. It’s time to stomp the yard, on KNOCKOUT: CARNIVAL!

11.00  **a-ok**: Ade In Britain (Sr 2 / Ep 6 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
Adrian Edmondson travels to Sussex in search of traditional local British foods and crafts. During his visit he learns about farming South Down Sheep, makes his own cricket bat and goes foraging in the woods for wild mushrooms.

12.00MN  **Close**
okto  WEDNESDAY 25 DECEMBER 2013

9.00AM  CHRISTMAS SPECIAL 2013: Curious George: A Very Monkey Christmas (Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
George and The Man with The Yellow Hat are having a very merry time counting down the
days until Christmas. There’s only one puzzle: neither of them can figure out what to give
the other for a present. The Man is having trouble reading the wish list.

10.30  Horrid Henry (Sr 2 / Eps 43 – 44 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Adapted from the international best selling books, Horrid Henry is the iconic anti-hero who
does the most fabulously naughty things most children only dream of.

11.00
CHRISTMAS SPECIAL 2013: Timmy’s Christmas Surprise (Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
It’s Christmas Eve at the Timmy Time Nursery. When a blizzard suddenly sets in Timmy
and his friends have an unexpected sleepover and a big Christmas Surprise!

11.30
CHRISTMAS SPECIAL 2013: Barney Christmas Star (Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
This the season to be jolly and to celebrate Christmas, Hanukkah and Kwanzzaa with
Barney and all his friends!

12.30PM  LazyTown (Season 1 / Ep 29 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
In LazyTown, Stephanie and Sportacus are always trying to helps the kids to live active
lifestyles, while thwarting the schemes of the world’s laziest super-villain, Robbie Rotten! A
funny, fresh show.

1.00  The Berenstain Bears (Ep 32 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Set in the rolling hills of Bear Country, this animated comedy stars a fun loving family of
honey Bears whose love, loyalty and humor allow them to overcome any obstacle that
finds its way down to their sunny dirt road.

1.30  Special Agent Oso (Yr 2 / Ep 28 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Oso is a fuzzy, lovable, bumbling special agent-in-training who enlists the help of viewers
at home to complete his missions.

2.00  Rupert Bear (Eps 3 – 4 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
In “Rupert Bear”, the magic and fun takes place in wonderful woodland world of Nutwood
where the loveable and exuberant young Rupert Bear invites his friends, including the
audience, to follow him on an adventure - where anything can happen!

2.30  SamSam (Sr 1 / Ep 1 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
SamSam is a fun 3D animation series produced in HDTV. It is based on the popular comic
book published by Bayard Jeunesse and published in magazines worldwide.

3.00  oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 3 / Ep 7 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Einstein’s Art Factory has had a total makeover for the third series of this popular
children’s series. Gone is the old coffee-shop environment, and in its place, a bright,
colourful, and stimulating workshop for a full range of creative activities.
Watch Eat! is an upbeat, energetic cooking show targeted at children between 7-12. It consists of 3 segments which teaches our local kids the values of nutrition through the fun distractions of games and food play.

This drama is about two brothers overcoming their sibling rivalry with the help of their friends and through the spirit of sports.

Each week, one lucky school will have the chance to makeover a part of their school with our expert groomers and guest interior designer.

A seven year old girl takes in two lost Abominable Snowkids. Mayhem soon ensues with the Abominable Snowman, a mean scientist, and the local Animal Control all trying to track the Snowkids down! In the end, the Snowkids are finally reunited with their father.

3G Games, and a host of segments like ok-to-perform, ok-to-check it out, ok-to-learn, ok-to-play. Each segment introduces kids to all things cool that kids need and want! awesome performances and Super cool skills, to exciting games!

Christmas is never so spirited as when Tom and Jerry lock horns for the holidays in their new original movie - Tom & Jerry: A Nutcracker Tale.

Komaneko is looking forward to Christmas when she can see her papa and mama. An early present arrives at her home. The present is a cute doll, but included with the doll is a letter, "We can't be home for Christmas."

Go Wild boys, Dick and Dom, challenge volunteers to help fix wounded and poorly pets in the United Kingdom's busiest vets and wildlife rescue centres.

Nigel Marven explores the largest and highest plateau in the world – the Tibetan Plateau – where he encounters shaggy yaks, high flying bar-headed geese, Tibetan foxes, kiangs, antelopes, and pocket-sized pica hares.

A postal service system that existed on the hill during the colonial days holds clues to the Victorian state of the art technology of the time. We look at the modes of transportation: from tramways to the most efficient one - rickshaws.

Making It Abroad is a 5 part series about Singaporean artistes in the fields of Classical Music, Popular Music, Dance, Fashion Design and Art Photography, who have successful
careers overseas. Their works are admired and appreciated by audiences at home as well as abroad.

11.00 a-ok: America's Lost Treasures: Savannah (Sr 1 / Ep 4 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
Curt Doussett and Kinga Philipps head to historic Savannah, Georgia, where they uncover much evidence of the city’s rich past.

12.00MN Close
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okto THURSDAY 26 DECEMBER 2013

9.00AM Harry & His Bucket Full Of Dinosaurs (Sr 2 / Eps 1 - 2 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Based on the popular preschool books. Harry knows he's the luckiest kid in the world. His Nana gave him something that no one else has, the greatest present ever. It's a bucket with six toy dinosaurs that come to life and are all his best friends!

9.30 Max & Ruby (Sr 2 / Ep 1 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Max & Ruby follows the adventures of two bunny siblings, Max and his older sister Ruby. They never want the same thing and their plans always collide, but with hilarious results. They teach us about celebrating the joy of being exactly who you are.

10.00 The Berenstain Bears (Ep 33 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Set in the rolling hills of Bear Country, this animated comedy stars a fun loving family of honey Bears whose love, loyalty and humor allow them to overcome any obstacle that finds its way down to their sunny dirt road.

10.30 Horrid Henry (Sr 2 / Eps 45 – 46 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Adapted from the international best selling books, Horrid Henry is the iconic anti-hero who does the most fabulously naughty things most children only dream of.

11.00 DECEMBER SCHOOL HOLS SPECIAL 2013: Mr Men & Little Miss (Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Based on the world's famous children's books by Roger Hargreaves, this delightful and evergreen series welcomes young viewers into the world of Mr Tickle, Mr Bump, Mr Happy, Miss Sunshine and many more...

11.30 DECEMBER SCHOOL HOLS SPECIAL 2013: Baby Looney Tunes 1 (Ep 11 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Catch your favorite Bugs, Daffy, Sylvester, Tweety and the gang as tiny toddlers, filled with wide-eyed innocence and unparalleled curiosity! Baby Looney Tunes introduces the world's most beloved cartoon characters as precocious preschoolers, discovering the world one baby-step at a time!

12.00NN Mike The Knight (Sr 1 / Eps 29 - 30 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Mike the Knight is an energetic young knight-in-training, driven by his passion to help others and, along the way, be the best knight he can be. With his father, the King away exploring faraway lands, Queen Martha has put Mike in charge of helping her protect the Kingdom of Glendragon.

12.30PM LazyTown (Season 1 / Ep 30 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
In LazyTown, Stephanie and Sportacus are always trying to helps the kids to live active lifestyles, while thwarting the schemes of the world’s laziest super-villain, Robbie Rotten! A funny, fresh show.
1.00  The Berenstain Bears (Ep 33 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Set in the rolling hills of Bear Country, this animated comedy stars a fun loving family of honey
Bears whose love, loyalty and humor allow them to overcome any obstacle that finds its way down
to their sunny dirt road.

1.30  Special Agent Oso (Yr 2 / Ep 29 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Oso is a fuzzy, lovable, bumbling special agent-in-training who enlists the help of viewers
at home to complete his missions.

okto  THURSDAY 26 DECEMBER 2013

2.00PM  Rupert Bear (Eps 5 – 6 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
In "Rupert Bear", the magic and fun takes place in wonderful woodland world of Nutwood where the
loveable and exuberant young Rupert Bear invites his friends, including the audience, to follow him
on an adventure - where anything can happen!

2.30  SamSam (Sr 1 / Ep 2 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
SamSam is a fun 3D animation series produced in HDTV. It is based on the popular comic
book published by Bayard Jeunesse and published in magazines worldwide.

3.00  oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 3 / Ep 8 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Einstein’s Art Factory has had a total makeover for the third series of this popular
children’s series. Gone is the old coffee-shop environment, and in its place, a bright,
colourful, and stimulating workshop for a full range of creative activities.

3.30  oktOriginal: Watch Eat (Sr 1 / Ep 10 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Watch Eat! is an upbeat, energetic cooking show targeted at children between 7-12. It
consists of 3 segments which teaches our local kids the values of nutrition through the fun
distractions of games and food play.

4.00  oktOriginal: Sports On! (Ep 6 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
This drama is about two brothers overcoming their sibling rivalry with the help of their
friends and through the spirit of sports.

4.30  oktOriginal: Groom My School (Ep 7 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
Each week, one lucky school will have the chance to makeover a part of their school with
our expert groomers and guest interior designer.

5.00  Scan 2 Go (Ep 17 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Exciting racing car series! This series shows the epic space adventure of young men and
women. Through these adventures they bond in great friendships and grow to discover
new things.

5.30  The New Adventures Of Peter Pan (Ep 11 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
When Wendy Darling and her brothers John and Michael are whisked away to Neverland
by the strange and cheeky Peter Pan, Wendy can’t believe their childhood stories are
coming true! Next thing they know, the gang are confronting the terrible Captain Hook....

6.00  LEGO Hero Factory (Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)

6.30  GON (Eps 21 – 22 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Hilarious cartoon series starring GON the dinosaur and his friends. GON may be small but do not be fooled by his small physique - his power, speed, attitude and small brain are a force to be reckoned with!

7.00  **DECEMBER SCHOOL HOLs SPECIAL 2013:** Slugterra (Ep 29 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Locke and Lode have run roughshod over a cavern and The Shane Gang aim to kick them out. But the townspeople have their own hero to clean up the town - none other than the King of Sling, a pompous Slugslinger the gang has bested on a number of occasions.

**okto THURSDAY 26 DECEMBER 2013**

7.30PM  **DECEMBER SCHOOL HOLs SPECIAL 2013:** Ben 10: Omniverse (Ep 30 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
With Ben missing, the Incursans now control the Earth. It’s up to Rook and the remaining Plumbers to lead the resistance and fight back!

8.00  **oktOriginal:** Twinadoes (Ep 4 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
A girl from the twin’s old school sends them a link to a blog. To their dismay, the blog is Kay’s and it seems that she’s been worshipping them from afar! Completely embarrassed about being stalked by an uncool weirdo, they pretend to be her friend to convince Kay to take the blog down. Along the way, learn about sincerity.

8.30  **oktOriginal:** Can You Make Sense Of This? (Ep 5 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
A celebrities’ special for this week only. Will the twins from Twinadoes use their senses better than the boys from The School Bell Rings? Catch all the action and laughs in the only game show that puts all our 5 senses to the test.

**okto THURSDAY 26 DECEMBER 2013**

9.00PM  **DOCUMENTARY:** Seconds From Disaster: Mountain Tsunami (Sr 5 / Ep 2 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
In 1963 in northern Italy, a landslide from Monte Toc into the reservoir of the Europe’s highest dam causes a giant flood wave that destroys some villages, claiming over 2,000 lives. This episode recounts the disaster and reveals its causes.

10.00  **a-ok:** Tribe (Bruce Parry) (Sr 1 / Ep 4 / Info-ed / 2nd Telecast) (益智节目)
Bruce Parry meets the Babongo people in the jungle of Gabon, Africa, and learns about their traditional initiation ritual.

11.00  **a-ok:** Mankind: The Story Of All Of Us (Ep 11 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
The end of the American Civil War allows Mankind to go into overdrive. This is an age of innovation, transformation and mass production. Japan goes from feudal society to industrial superpower within 50 years. But progress has its dark side, and the desire to build bigger, faster, better leads to a titanic disaster.

12.00MN  Close
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**okto FRIDAY 27 DECEMBER 2013**
9.00AM  Harry & His Bucket Full Of Dinosaurs (Sr 2 / Eps 3 - 4 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Based on the popular preschool books. Harry knows he's the luckiest kid in the world. His Nana gave him something that no one else has, the greatest present ever. It's a bucket with six toy dinosaurs that come to life and are all his best friends!

9.30  Max & Ruby (Sr 2 / Ep 2 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Max & Ruby follows the adventures of two bunny siblings, Max and his older sister Ruby. They never want the same thing and their plans always collide, but with hilarious results. They teach us about celebrating the joy of being exactly who you are.

10.00  The Berenstain Bears (Ep 34 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Set in the rolling hills of Bear Country, this animated comedy stars a fun loving family of honey Bears whose love, loyalty and humor allow them to overcome any obstacle that finds its way down to their sunny dirt road.

10.30  Horrid Henry (Sr 2 / Eps 47 – 48 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Adapted from the international best selling books, Horrid Henry is the iconic anti-hero who does the most fabulously naughty things most children only dream of.

11.00  DECEMBER SCHOOL HOLS SPECIAL 2013: Mr Men & Little Miss (Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Based on the world's famous children's books by Roger Hargreaves, this delightful and evergreen series welcomes young viewers into the world of Mr Tickle, Mr Bump, Mr Happy, Miss Sunshine and many more...

11.30  DECEMBER SCHOOL HOLS SPECIAL 2013: Baby Looney Tunes 1 (Ep 12 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Catch your favorite Bugs, Daffy, Sylvester, Tweety and the gang as tiny toddlers, filled with wide-eyed innocence and unparalleled curiosity! Baby Looney Tunes introduces the world's most beloved cartoon characters as precocious preschoolers, discovering the world one baby-step at a time!

12.00NN  Mike The Knight (Eps 31 - 32 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Mike the Knight is an energetic young knight-in-training, driven by his passion to help others and, along the way, be the best knight he can be. With his father, the King away exploring faraway lands, Queen Martha has put Mike in charge of helping her protect the Kingdom of Glendragon.

12.30PM  LazyTown (Season 1 / Ep 31 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
In LazyTown, Stephanie and Sportacus are always trying to help the kids to live active lifestyles, while thwarting the schemes of the world’s laziest super-villain, Robbie Rotten! A funny, fresh show.

1.00  The Berenstain Bears (Ep 34 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Set in the rolling hills of Bear Country, this animated comedy stars a fun loving family of honey Bears whose love, loyalty and humor allow them to overcome any obstacle that finds its way down to their sunny dirt road.

okto FRIDAY 27 DECEMBER 2013

1.30PM  Special Agent Oso (Yr 2 / Ep 30 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Oso is a fuzzy, lovable, bumbling special agent-in-training who enlists the help of viewers at home to complete his missions.
2.00 Rupert Bear (Eps 7 – 8 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
In "Rupert Bear", the magic and fun takes place in wonderful woodland world of Nutwood where the loveable and exuberant young Rupert Bear invites his friends, including the audience, to follow him on an adventure - where anything can happen!

2.30 SamSam (Sr 1 / Ep 3 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
SamSam is a fun 3D animation series produced in HDTV. It is based on the popular comic book published by Bayard Jeunesse and published in magazines worldwide.

3.00 oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 3 / Ep 9 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Einstein's Art Factory has had a total makeover for the third series of this popular children’s series. Gone is the old coffee-shop environment, and in its place, a bright, colourful, and stimulating workshop for a full range of creative activities.

3.30 oktOriginal: Watch Eat (Sr 1 / Ep 11 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Watch Eat! is an upbeat, energetic cooking show targeted at children between 7-12. It consists of 3 segments which teaches our local kids the values of nutrition through the fun distractions of games and food play.

4.00 oktOriginal: Sports On! (Ep 7 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
This drama is about two brothers overcoming their sibling rivalry with the help of their friends and through the spirit of sports.

4.30 oktOriginal: Groom My School (Ep 8 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
Each week, one lucky school will have the chance to makeover a part of their school with our expert groomers and guest interior designer.

5.00 oktOriginal: The Mad Science Manual (Ep 16 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Science is mad…fun! Or at least it is when you know how. A series of sixteen episodes that inspire homemade scientific experiments that send the imagination racing, all the while encouraging kids - and the occasional adult - to ask 'WHY?'

5.30 The New Adventures Of Peter Pan (Ep 12 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
When Wendy Darling and her brothers John and Michael are whisked away to Neverland by the strange and cheeky Peter Pan, Wendy can’t believe their childhood stories are coming true! Next thing they know, the gang are confronting the terrible Captain Hook....

6.00 oktOriginal: KNOCKOUT: CARNIVAL (Sr 6 / Ep 39 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
This week, come alive with 2D animation, pit your skills in arts myths, get juiced up for arts trivia, catch some suspenseful trapeze treats and get loud and proud for the Street Percussion challenge. It’s time to stomp the yard, on KNOCKOUT: CARNIVAL!

6.30 GON (Eps 23 – 24 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Hilarious cartoon series starring GON the dinosaur and his friends. GON may be small but do not be fooled by his small physique - his power, speed, attitude and small brain are a force to be reckoned with!

okto  FRIDAY 27 DECEMBER 2013

7.00PM DECEMBER SCHOOL HOLS SPECIAL 2013: Slugterra (Ep 30 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
The Shane Gang's been captured by the zombifying Mr. Saturday! Locked up in Stalagmite 17, they are helpless as Dr. Blakk begins the trip there to collect them. Only one hope remains, the two members of the Shane Gang Saturday didn't capture: Pronto and Burpy. Can this mismatched pair pull off an impressive prison break?
7.30 **DECEMBER SCHOOL HOLS SPECIAL 2013:** Ben 10: Omniverse (Ep 31 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Ben as Gravattack attempts to moderate a fragile peace treaty, but must endure the attacks of tiny alien fleas, which have inhabited his body.

8.00 Supah Ninjas (Season 1 / Ep 12 / Drama / Schoolkids) (电视剧)
Mike is nervous and unsure about what to do on his first date with Julie. Amanda helps Mike by doing a practice date with him, and its clear the two still have feelings for each other. Owen decides to play Cyrano for Mike and secretly coaches Mike through the date with disastrous results, and its only when Mike acts like himself that the date goes smoothly.

8.30 Lab Rats Challenge (Ep 61 / Schoolkids / R)
Lab Rats Challenge, the fast and furious science based game show for kids. The players will have to use all their intellectual, physical and team skills to win.

**okto FRIDAY 27 DECEMBER 2013**

9.00PM **ANIMAL NIGHT:** Rainbow Nature (Info-ed) (With Chinese Subtitles) (益智节目)
The Orange River in South Africa is an oasis in an arid land. Embark on a discovery of mesmerising creatures, the Augrabies Flat Lizard, known locally as the Rainbow Lizard, and learn the legends and myths surrounding the Augrabies Waterfall.

10.00 a-ok: Agatha Christie's Poirot (Sr 13 / Ep 4 / Drama) (电视剧)
As the threat of world war looms large, Poirot seeks the help of friends both old and new when he is pitted against a dangerous group of dissidents responsible for a series of murders.

12.00MN Close
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**okto SATURDAY 28 DECEMBER 2013**

7.00AM **oktOriginal:** Brain Juice (Sr 2 / Eps 2 - 3 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
This season is all set to be to be sleeker, snappier and brainier than ever as it sets out to settle once and for all which school has the brainiest kids.

8.00 **oktOriginal:** My Super Secret H.Q. (Eps 1 - 2 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
Roger, runs a top secret underground based and is the leader of the Peacemakers, a group of 4 super heroes in costumes, each with their own unique abilities and a common goal to protect and save the world from the ruthless super villain, Havoc.

9.00 My Little Pony: Friendship Is Magic (Season 1 / Ep 21 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
"Get your muzzle out of those books and make some friends!" That's what Princess Celestia tells Twilight Sparkle. She may be the smartest unicorn in Equestria but Twilight Sparkle gets an "incomplete" in friendship. There's more to life than magic.

9.30 Winx Club (Sr 5 / Ep 14 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
The Winx are back. This time, they journey underwater and face a new dreadful villain, Tritannus. Their Believix power is not strong underwater, so their other quest is to get the ancient Sireni
power and become Ocean Fairies. Wonderful sea creatures such as the Selkies will help the fairies in....

10.00 SpongeBob SquarePants (Ep 129 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Plankton steals Sandy’s fur to disguise himself as Sandy and get the Krabby Patty formula. Plankton goes inside SpongeBob’s head to get the Krabby Patty formula.

10.30 Cartoons (Looney Tunes) (Ep 13 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Goofy! Silly! Wacky! Looney! The hilarious antics of Warner Bros,’ classic animated characters are back again! Featuring beloved characters like Bugs Bunny, Daffy Duck, Sylvester and Tweety!

11.00 HERO 108 (Season 2 / Eps 47 – 48 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Hero 108 follows the outrageous adventures of a group of brave young defenders determined to end a conflict between animals and humans in The Hidden Kingdom. The group, known as First Squadron.

11.30 Dinofroz (Ep 2 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Four childhood buddies find a way of accessing a parallel time dimension via a strange boardgame, where they find themselves as dinosaurs, in the middle of a never-ending war with dragons!

12.00NN oktOriginal: Twinadoes (Ep 5 / Local Drama / Schoolkids) (电视剧)
When their BFF from their old school has a party, Christine is determined not to miss it. But it happens to coincide with Community weekend and the kids end up tasked to clean Ms Rozario’s loopy auntie’s house. Christine uses Kay’s friendship to cover for the twins to sneak away but the plan goes horribly wrong.

12.30PM oktOriginal: Can You Make Sense Of This? (Ep 5 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
A celebrities’ special for this week only. Will the twins from Twinadoes use their senses better than the boys from The School Bell Rings? Catch all the action and laughs in the only game show that puts all our 5 senses to the test.

okto SATURDAY 28 DECEMBER 2013

1.00PM Dragon Snooker (Eps 19 - 20 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Animated series based on real life Chinese snooker ace Ding Junhui’s life story.

2.00 Ben 10: Alien Force (Sr 3 / Eps 11 - 12 / Schoolkids / R)
Catch the exciting final season of Ben 10 Alien Force Sr 3!

3.00 oktOriginal: Brain Juice (Sr 2 / Eps 2 - 3 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
This season is all set to be to be sleeker, snappier and brainier than ever as it sets out to settle once and for all which school has the brainiest kids.

4.00 oktOriginal: My Super Secret H.Q. (Eps 1 - 2 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
Roger, runs a top secret underground based and is the leader of the Peacemakers, a group of 4 super heroes in costumes, each with their own unique abilities and a common goal to protect and save the world from the ruthless super villain, Havoc.

5.00 Planet Cook (Sr 1 / Ep 18 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
An action-packed, cooking adventure show for children! Set on a tropical fantasy island, each episode sees Captain Cook and his quirky sous chef, a friendly and mischievous Yeti, guide three cool young Cook Cadets as they discover the wonders of the natural world and are driven.

5.30 Kamen Rider OOO (Ep 27 / Cartoon / Schoolkids) (卡通片)
New season of Kamen Rider series.
Sandra The Fairytale Detective (Eps 31 – 32 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Sandra is a ten year old girl who turns detective when she travels to the Land of Once Upon a Time, a parallel world where classic fairytale characters live. What happens if someone steals Cinderella's glass slipper?

Grossology (Ep 32 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Delivering adventure and comedy this show mixes crime-solving adventure, science facts and vile villains with Ty and Abby, secret agent Field Grossologists, who find no crime too gross!

Power Rangers Samurai (Ep 10 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
The new Rangers, Jayden, Kevin, Mia, Emily and Mike, harness the mystical Samurai Symbols of Power to fight evil with the elements of Fire, Water, Sky, Forest and Earth. They are not alone in their struggle.

Metal Fight Beyblade (Sr 2 / Ep 51 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Gingka and his friends use their beys to avoid a meltdown in Hades City and save the world from destruction.

Good Luck Charlie (Yr 1 / Ep 9 / Schoolkids / R)
Family sitcom following the comedic quandary of teenagers Teddy and PJ Duncan and their 10-year-old brother Gabe when they're unexpectedly designated babysitters for the new baby in the house as their mom Amy returns to work as a late shift nurse.

Pair Of Kings (Yr 1 / Ep 18 / Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
A live-action comedy series for kids and families about two fraternal twins who are living a typical teenage life in Chicago, but unbeknownst to them, are the successors to the throne of The Island of Kinkou.

okto SATURDAY 28 DECEMBER 2013

9.00PM oktoLIFE: Snow Babies (Info-ed) (益智节目)
An insightful and beautiful wildlife film dramatising the lives of baby animals as they learn the skills they'll need to survive their very first winter.

10.00 CENTRESTAGE: Renee Fleming - Sacred Songs And Carols (Culture)
A seasonal programme from Mainz Cathedral in Germany starring Renee Fleming with the Deutsche Kammerphilharmonie conducted by Trevor Pinnock and the Choir of Mainz Dom.

11.30 Icon (Ep 2 / Info-ed / 2nd Telecast) (益智节目)
Host Myleene Klass explores the art of classical music. She meets the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra and talks to chief conductor Sir Simon Rattle, pianist Leif Ove Andsnes and violinist Ann Sophie Mutter.

12.00MN Close
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7.00AM oktOriginal: Surprise Party (Eps 1 - 2 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
Ever wondered how to host your very own surprise party for that special someone? Join Jean and a special kid every week as they plan a surprise birthday for someone who's never experienced one before.
8.00  **oktOriginal:** GX5 (Eps 3 - 4 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
In this fantasy-adventure series, 5 Kids from varied backgrounds stumbled on an email invite to a brand new online game, and unwittingly find themselves drawn and trapped in it!

9.00  Marsupilami - Hoobah Hoobah Hop! (Ep 11 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Hector is spending a year studying nature in the Palombian jungle where he soon becomes best buddies with the legendary Marsupilami and his family!

9.33  The Adventures Of Tintin (Ep 11 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
The original TinTin animated series featuring the classic adventures of the globetrotting young journalist, TinTin, and his dog, Snowy.

10.00 Generator Rex (Ep 17 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
From the creators of Ben 10 comes Generator Rex, a series about a teen with extraordinary powers.

10.30 Cardfight Vanguard (Sr 3 / Ep 12 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Exciting 3rd season of Cardfight Vanguard.

11.00 Digimon Fusion Battles (Ep 24 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Taiki's team now has the Code Crown, but they learn that that night, Musyamon's minion Shurimon is going to attack the Monitamon village where they're staying. Taiki and crew will stay in the village to keep the enemy busy, while Zenjirou, Dorulumon, and the village's ragtag Monitamons will go rescue the princess.

11.30 Jackie Chan Adventures (Season 3 / Ep 2 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Jackie and his young niece battle a criminal organization for control of 12 powerful magic talismans.

12.00NN Robotboy (Season 1 / Eps 25 - 26 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Created by world-renowned scientist Professor Moshimo, Robotboy attracts the diabolical attention of supervillains intent on harnessing Robotboy's powers to enslave the world. So Moshimo sends Robotboy far away to live with his number one fan, Tommy.

12.30PM Matt's Monsters (Eps 25 - 26 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
When 8 year-old Matt Average gets home from school, he not only has homework to do but, more importantly, he has monsters to hunt, with the help of the Monster Agency: Bruce, his ever-optimistic dad; Ellen, his advertising genius of a mom; Dink, pet.

1.00  **oktOriginal:** oktoLIVE! (Sr 6 / Ep 11 / Local Schoolkids / Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
3G Games, and a host of segments like ok-to-perform, ok-to-check it out, ok-to-learn, ok-to-play. Each segment introduces kids to all things cool that kids need and want! awesome performances and Super cool skills, to exciting games!

**okto SUNDAY 29 DECEMBER 2013**

1.30PM Martin The Warrior (Ep 12 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Adventures abound in the animated medieval world of Redwall Abby as the gentle forest animals prepare jubilees but become heroes to face villains, pirates and bravely ward off abductors.

2.00 Sangokuden Brave Battle Warriors (Eps 9 - 10 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
It's an age of turbulence. The tyrannical Prime Minister and leader of the Toutaku Troops, Toutaku Zaku had assassinated the Emperor. He also got the sacred seal, Gyokuji, within his possession, which he will use to rule Mirisha.
3.00  **oktOriginal**: Surprise Party (Eps 1 - 2 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
Ever wondered how to host your very own surprise party for that special someone? Join Jean and a special kid every week as they plan a surprise birthday for someone who's never experienced one before.

4.00  **oktOriginal**: GX5 (Eps 3 - 4 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
In this fantasy-adventure series, 5 Kids from varied backgrounds stumbled on an email invite to a brand new online game, and unwittingly find themselves drawn and trapped in it!

5.00  Jane And The Dragon (Ep 14 / Cartoon / Schoolkids) (卡通片)
It's a tough job for Jane to be a ten year old girl training to be a knight and prove herself to the King, parents and other knights! But she has help from a friend - a fire-breathing green dragon!

5.30  Kamen Rider OOO (Ep 28 / Cartoon / Schoolkids) (卡通片)
New season of Kamen Rider series.

6.00  Sandra The Fairytale Detective (Eps 33 - 34 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Sandra is a ten year old girl who turns detective when she travels to the Land of Once Upon a Time, a parallel world where classic fairytale characters live. What happens if someone steals Cinderella's glass slipper?

6.30  Grossology (Ep 33 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Delivering adventure and comedy this show mixes crime-solving adventure, science facts and vile villans with Ty and Abby, secret agent Field Grossologists, who find no crime too gross!

7.00  Junior MasterChef Australia (Season 2 / Ep 21 / Schoolkids / Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Tonight it's the Junior Masterchef Finale and it's time to find out just who will be crowned Australia's next Junior Masterchef.

**okto SUNDAY 29 DECEMBER 2013**

9.00PM  Sinbad (Sr 1 / Ep 3 / Drama) (电视剧) (PG)
When Anwar loses The Providence in a bet to merchant Abdul-Fahim, Sinbad confides about the curse, he will die unless they get the ship back. The gang follow Abdul-Fahim to a gaming-house and Sinbad wins back the ship.

10.00  **FILMART**: October Sky (Movie) (艺术影院)
October Sky is a true story of Homer Hickam, a coal miner's son who was inspired by the first Sputnik launch to take up rocketry against his father's wishes. This film features rich characters, well-drawn performances and an old-fashioned sense of can-do spirit make Oscar-winner Joe Johnston's film an endearing tribute to the American dream.

12.00MN  Close
Harry & His Bucket Full Of Dinosaurs (Sr 2 / Eps 5 - 6 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Based on the popular preschool books. Harry knows he's the luckiest kid in the world. His Nana gave him something that no one else has, the greatest present ever. It's a bucket with six toy dinosaurs that come to life and are all his best friends!

Max & Ruby (Sr 2 / Ep 3 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Max & Ruby follows the adventures of two bunny siblings, Max and his older sister Ruby. They never want the same thing and their plans always collide, but with hilarious results. They teach us about celebrating the joy of being exactly who you are.

The Berenstain Bears (Ep 35 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Set in the rolling hills of Bear Country, this animated comedy stars a fun loving family of honey Bears whose love, loyalty and humor allow them to overcome any obstacle that finds its way down to their sunny dirt road.

Horrid Henry (Sr 2 / Eps 49 – 50 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Adapted from the international best selling books, Horrid Henry is the iconic anti-hero who does the most fabulously naughty things most children only dream of.

DECEMBER SCHOOL HOLS SPECIAL 2013: Mr Men & Little Miss (Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Based on the world's famous children's books by Roger Hargreaves, this delightful and evergreen series welcomes young viewers into the world of Mr Tickle, Mr Bump, Mr Happy, Miss Sunshine and many more...

DECEMBER SCHOOL HOLS SPECIAL 2013: Baby Looney Tunes 1 (Ep 13 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Catch your favorite Bugs, Daffy, Sylvester, Tweety and the gang as tiny toddlers, filled with wide-eyed innocence and unparalleled curiosity! Baby Looney Tunes introduces the world's most beloved cartoon characters as precocious preschoolers, discovering the world one baby-step at a time!

Mike The Knight (Sr 1 / Eps 33 - 34 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Mike the Knight is an energetic young knight-in-training, driven by his passion to help others and, along the way, be the best knight he can be. With his father, the King away exploring faraway lands, Queen Martha has put Mike in charge of helping her protect the Kingdom of Glendragon.

LazyTown (Season 1 / Ep 32 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
In LazyTown, Stephanie and Sportacus are always trying to helps the kids to live active lifestyles, while thwarting the schemes of the world's laziest super-villain, Robbie Rotten! A funny, fresh show.

The Berenstain Bears (Ep 35 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Set in the rolling hills of Bear Country, this animated comedy stars a fun loving family of honey Bears whose love, loyalty and humor allow them to overcome any obstacle that finds its way down to their sunny dirt road.
1.30PM  Special Agent Oso (Yr 2 / Ep 31 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Oso is a fuzzy, lovable, bumbling special agent-in-training who enlists the help of viewers at home to complete his missions.

2.00  Rupert Bear (Eps 9 – 10 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
In “Rupert Bear”, the magic and fun takes place in wonderful woodland world of Nutwood where the loveable and exuberant young Rupert Bear invites his friends, including the audience, to follow him on an adventure - where anything can happen!

2.30  SamSam (Sr 1 / Ep 4 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
SamSam is a fun 3D animation series produced in HDTV. It is based on the popular comic book published by Bayard Jeunesse and published in magazines worldwide.

3.00  oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 3 / Ep 10 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Einstein’s Art Factory has had a total makeover for the third series of this popular children’s series. Gone is the old coffee-shop environment, and in its place, a bright, colourful, and stimulating workshop for a full range of creative activities.

3.30  oktOriginal: Watch Eat (Sr 1 / Ep 12 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Watch Eat! is an upbeat, energetic cooking show targeted at children between 7-12. It consists of 3 segments which teaches our local kids the values of nutrition through the fun distractions of games and food play.

4.00  oktOriginal: Singapore Football Galacticos (Ep 1 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
An interactive show based on football - watch as 27 talented secondary school students are given a chance to be coached and trained by a football academy and transformed into Team Galacticos.

4.30  oktOriginal: Groom My School (Ep 9 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
Each week, one lucky school will have the chance to makeover a part of their school with our expert groomers and guest interior designer.

5.00  Scan 2 Go (Ep 18 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Exciting racing car series! This series shows the epic space adventure of young men and women. Through these adventures they bond in great friendships and grow to discover new things.

5.30  The New Adventures Of Peter Pan (Ep 13 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
This the season to celebrate with everyones favorite St. Bernard, Beethoven, in an all-new, heartwarming holiday adventure where the hilarious canine speaks for the first time! When Henry the elf flees the North Pole with Santas sleigh and his magical bag of toys, he crash-lands the precious cargo.

6.00  oktOriginal: Twinadoes (Ep 5 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
When their BFF from their old school has a party, Christine is determined not to miss it. But it happens to coincide with Community weekend and the kids end up tasked to clean Ms Rozario’s loopy auntie’s house. Christine uses Kay’s friendship to cover for the twins to sneak away but the plan goes horribly wrong.

okto MONDAY 30 DECEMBER 2013

6.30PM  okto @ The Movies: Barbie In The Nutcracker (Movie / Schoolkids)
This modern adaptation of the holiday classic casts Barbie in two roles, Clara and the Sugarplum Princess, as she embarks on a musical fantasy adventure for girls of all ages. New York City Ballet’s Peter Martins choreographed this animated film.
8.15  Ooglies (Ep 10 / Schoolkids / R)
A quirky and wacky series of shorts featuring vegetables and household objects brought to stop-motion, animated life!

8.30  Planet Cook (Sr 1 / Ep 25 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
An action-packed, cooking adventure show for children! Set on a tropical fantasy island, each episode sees Captain Cook and his quirky sous chef, a friendly and mischievous Yeti, guide three cool young Cook Cadets as they discover the wonders of the natural world and are driven.

okto MONDAY 30 DECEMBER 2013

The hyena is no cowardly scavenger, but a dominant predator. Endowed with superior hunting tools, including night vision and incredible stamina, the hyena trains for five years before making its first big kill. This programme follows the progression of one princess cub from birth to her first big kill.

10.00  a-ok: Four Rooms (Sr 1 / Ep 6 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
The four dealers are tempted by, among other things, a mannequin lamp, a painting by Joan Miro, and a 19th-century public flushing toilet.

11.00  a-ok: Arts.21 (Ep 122 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
ARTS.21 is an arts magazine show focusing on the latest news and events on the culture scene.

11.30  a-ok: Euromaxx (Ep 122 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
Euromaxx is lifestyle magazine show which features images and stories that reflect the rich diversity of cultural life in Europe. It also provides an insight into Europe and the people who live there.

12.00MN  Close

MediaCorp Pte Ltd
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okto TUESDAY 31 DECEMBER 2013

9.00AM  Harry & His Bucket Full Of Dinosaurs (Sr 2 / Eps 7 - 8 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Based on the popular preschool books. Harry knows he's the luckiest kid in the world. His Nana gave him something that no one else has, the greatest present ever. It's a bucket with six toy dinosaurs that come to life and are all his best friends!

9.30   Max & Ruby (Sr 2 / Ep 4 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Max & Ruby follows the adventures of two bunny siblings, Max and his older sister Ruby. They never want the same thing and their plans always collide, but with hilarious results. They teach us about celebrating the joy of being exactly who you are.

10.00  The Berenstain Bears (Ep 36 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Set in the rolling hills of Bear Country, this animated comedy stars a fun loving family of honey Bears whose love, loyalty and humor allow them to overcome any obstacle that finds its way down to their sunny dirt road.
10.30 Horrid Henry (Sr 2 / Eps 51 – 52 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Adapted from the international best selling books, Horrid Henry is the iconic anti-hero who does the most fabulously naughty things most children only dream of.

11.00 DECEMBER SCHOOL HOLS SPECIAL 2013: Mr Men & Little Miss (Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Based on the world's famous children's books by Roger Hargreaves, this delightful and evergreen series welcomes young viewers into the world of Mr Tickle, Mr Bump, Mr Happy, Miss Sunshine and many more...

11.30 DECEMBER SCHOOL HOLS SPECIAL 2013: Baby Looney Tunes 1 (Ep 14 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Catch your favorite Bugs, Daffy, Sylvester, Tweety and the gang as tiny toddlers, filled with wide-eyed innocence and unparalleled curiosity! Baby Looney Tunes introduces the world's most beloved cartoon characters as precocious preschoolers, discovering the world one baby-step at a time!

12.00NN Mike The Knight (Sr 1 / Eps 35 - 36 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Mike the Knight is an energetic young knight-in-training, driven by his passion to help others and, along the way, be the best knight he can be. With his father, the King away exploring faraway lands, Queen Martha has put Mike in charge of helping her protect the Kingdom of Glendragon.

12.30PM LazyTown (Season 1 / Ep 33 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
In LazyTown, Stephanie and Sportacus are always trying to help the kids to live active lifestyles, while thwarting the schemes of the world's laziest super-villain, Robbie Rotten! A funny, fresh show.

1.00 The Berenstain Bears (Ep 36 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Set in the rolling hills of Bear Country, this animated comedy stars a fun loving family of honey Bears whose love, loyalty and humor allow them to overcome any obstacle that finds its way down to their sunny dirt road.

1.30 Special Agent Oso (Yr 2 / Ep 32 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Oso is a fuzzy, lovable, bumbling special agent-in-training who enlists the help of viewers at home to complete his missions.

okto TUESDAY 31 DECEMBER 2013

2.00PM Rupert Bear (Eps 11 – 12 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
In "Rupert Bear", the magic and fun takes place in wonderful woodland world of Nutwood where the loveable and exuberant young Rupert Bear invites his friends, including the audience, to follow him on an adventure - where anything can happen!

2.30 SamSam (Sr 1 / Ep 5 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
SamSam is a fun 3D animation series produced in HDTV. It is based on the popular comic book published by Bayard Jeunesse and published in magazines worldwide.

3.00 oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 3 / Ep 11 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Einstein's Art Factory has had a total makeover for the third series of this popular children’s series. Gone is the old coffee-shop environment, and in its place, a bright, colourful, and stimulating workshop for a full range of creative activities.

3.30 oktOriginal: Watch Eat (Sr 1 / Ep 13 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Watch Eat! is an upbeat, energetic cooking show targeted at children between 7-12. It consists of 3 segments which teaches our local kids the values of nutrition through the fun distractions of games and food play.
4.00  **oktOriginal**: Singapore Football Galacticos (Ep 2 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
An interactive show based on football - watch as 27 talented secondary school students are given a chance to be coached and trained by a football academy and transformed into Team Galacticos.

4.30  **oktOriginal**: Groom My School (Ep 10 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
Each week, one lucky school will have the chance to makeover a part of their school with our expert groomers and guest interior designer.

5.00  Scan 2 Go (Ep 19 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Exciting racing car series!  This series shows the epic space adventure of young men and women. Through these adventures they bond in great friendships and grow to discover new things.

5.30  The New Adventures Of Peter Pan (Ep 14 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
When Wendy Darling and her brothers John and Michael are whisked away to Neverland by the strange and cheeky Peter Pan, Wendy can’t believe their childhood stories are coming true! Next thing they know, the gang are confronting the terrible Captain Hook....

6.00  **oktOriginal**: Can You Make Sense Of This? (Ep 6 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids) (益智节目)
It’s the semi-finals of the only game show that puts all our 5 senses to the test! New twists are added as contestants not only have to use their eyes, ears, nose, mouth and a surprise body part, but also their brain to solve puzzles.

6.30  The Amazing World Of Gumball (Season 2 / Ep 6 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
The continuing incredible adventures of Gumball, Anais and Darwin!

**okto TUESDAY 31 DECEMBER 2013**

7.00PM  Slugterra (Ep 31 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
The Shane Gang follow Diablos Nacho to Molemound, the Molenoid home cavern. Pronto doesn’t want to go and not because he’s in trouble. It turns out Pronto is the rightful KING of the Molenoids. He’s been ducking the crown for years since the king’s main responsibility is settling arguments and fixing leaky plumbing.

7.30  Max Steel (Sr 1 / Ep 4 / Schoolkids) (卡通片)
When Molly fires an environmental scientist from THI, he becomes unhinged and attempts to poison everyone in the building - becoming the formidable Toxzon in the process!

8.00  Wizards Vs Aliens (Sr 2 / Ep 13 / Schoolkids)
On the eve of war, Tom is visited by a wizard family who claim to have found the most powerful object on the planet - the Source of All Magic!

8.30  Pyramid Kids (Australia) (Season 5 / Ep 25 / Schoolkids / Info-ed) (益智节目)
PYRAMID is a fun, fast-paced game show that sees two teams go head to head in a competition to describe a series of simple objects, places or things without actually using the objects’ names!

**okto TUESDAY 31 DECEMBER 2013**

9.00PM  **DOCUMENTARY**: Food Factory 2 (Eps 15 - 16 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
This episode shows how smooth caramel and milky chocolate combine with scrumptious pretzels to produce a perfect salty sweet snack and how crunchy Boston Baked Beans are made to be the candy version of a traditional side dish.
10.00  **a-ok: My Roots (Sr 2 / Ep 3 / Local Info-ed) (益智节目)**
Having recently won The Final One, 19-year-old Farisha Ishak knows the importance of family support. Armed with only vague details of her family background, she goes on a journey to Malaysia to trace her roots. What will she discover?

10.30  **a-ok: KNOCKOUT: CARNIVAL (Sr 6 / Ep 40 / Local Info-ed) (益智节目)**
This week, get theatrical with acting, musical with arts myths, historic with trivia, graceful with trapeze treats and ‘gleeky’ for the Show Choir challenge. It’s a show-stopping performance, on KNOCKOUT: CARNIVAL!

11.00  **a-ok: Ade In Britain (Sr 2 / Ep 7 / Info-ed) (益智节目)**
Adrian Edmondson is in the heart of England as he visits the East Midlands searching for unique British foods and traditions. He steps onto the factory floor to learn about Northampton’s shoe-making past, meets a couple who produce a local colourful cheese.

12.00MN   Close